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Abstract 
 
In this study, we used the loan application data collected in Iowa in 2014 by the Home Loan 
Disclosure Act to analyze and model the approval rates. The approval rates of Hispanic applicants 
or applicants from the minor race are compared to those of non-Hispanic white applicants using 
hypothesis testing. It was found that for loans applied to conventional institutions, the denial rates 
of Hispanic applicants is statistically higher than non-Hispanic whites, and the denial rates of Asian 
and Black are statistically higher than non-Hispanic whites for either home purchase, improvement 
or refinance. However, no such behavior was observed for some loans from FHA and all loans 
from FSA and VA. 
Several classification methods (including logistic regression, LDA, GAM and random forest) were 
used to model the approval rates. The AUC in 10-fold cross-validation was used to assess the 
model performance. It was found that: 
(1) The sensitive variables {ethnicity, race, gender} are statistically significant in the logistic 
regression models. The importance of co-applicant’s ethnicity and co-applicant’s race are also high 
in random forest; 
(2) The model performance improves as more variables are allowed during model construction. 
However, the improvement slows down as the number of variables reaches p = 6 or 7, further 
increasing p will not dramatically improve the model performance; Among the models built using 
the same set of variables by logistic regression, LDA and GAM, GAM performs systematically 
better than logistic regression and LDA, and logistic regression performs systematically better than 
LDA; 
(3) Random forest performs the best among all the methods when p ≥ 9, but worse than others 
when p < 8. Meanwhile, the performance of random forest depends strongly on the Ntree 
parameter, which is the total number of trees to grow during model construction. The random 
forest requires at least Ntree ≥ 256 (in some cases 512) to outperform the other three methods; 
(4) Geographical information impacts the classification considerably, and the impact of 
ethnicity/race/gender on classification was less strong than geographical information. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
Mortgage lending discrimination is the practice of banks, governments or other lending institutions 
denying loans to one or more groups of people primarily on the basis of race, ethnic origin, sex or 
religion [1,2]. Several laws have been enacted to overcome the discrimination: 
Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) [3]: 
ECOA, enacted in 1974, prohibits discrimination based on race, color, religion, national origin, 
sex, marital status, age, source of income or whether a person exercises rights granted under the 
Consumer Credit Protection Act for any credit transaction and through the life of the loan. 
Fair Housing Act [4]: 
The Fair Housing Act is part of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. It is unlawful for any lender to 
discriminate in housing-related lending activities against any persons because of their race, color, 
religion, national origin, handicap, family status or sex. 
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) [5]: 
This act required depository institutions to disclose mortgage originations in metropolitan areas by 
census tract in 1979. It was then amended in 1989 to require lenders to report the disposition of 
every mortgage loan application, along with the loan amount and the race or national origin and 
annual income of each applicant.  
 
Besides these laws, regulators such as the Federal Reserve and Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency (OCC) conduct examinations routinely that determine banks’ and credit unions’ 
compliance with the fair lending laws. Most financial institutions also have their own compliance 
department to avoid violations of these laws. 
 
In spite of these efforts, analysis of the raw data collected in the annual HMDA data releases shows 
that there are persistent disparities in denial rates between white and minority applicants. By 
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analyzing the disclosed data, it was showed that high-income minorities were more likely to be 
turned down than low-income whites in Boston during 1991-1993 [6]. In 1992, the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Boston conducted a study of mortgage denial rates in the Boston metropolitan area based 
on a much wider range of data [7]. With other factors held constant, Hunter et al found that the 
rejection rates for Black and Hispanic applicants was about 1.6 times that for Whites in 1995 [8]. 
Turner et al have demonstrated that the disparities are not simply due to differences in 
creditworthiness [9]. 
 
The disparity was not only observed in east or west coast, but also in Midwest states such as Iowa. 
Using the HMDA data released in 2006, Eathington and Swenson showed that the denial rates of 
Black and Hispanic applicants were 14% and 10% higher than the non-Hispanic white applicants, 
respectively [10]. In addition, they found that Black and Hispanic applicants were more likely than 
other groups to be denied because of their credit history. Asian borrowers were much more likely 
than other groups to be denied because of their debt‐to‐income ratio. In 2016, the highest contrast 
in denial rates between Hispanic and a non-Hispanic white applicant was observed in Iowa City 
[11]. Hispanic seeking conventional home loans was nearly four times more likely to be denied than 
non-Hispanic whites, which is the widest disparity in the nation.  
 
There has been intense debate about whether discrimination (disparate treatments) based on the 
applicant's race occurs in mortgage lending. Based on the above studies, many have argued that 
these disparities in denial rates are proof of discrimination from the lending institutions. Others, 
including lenders, assert that such conclusions are unwarranted because the HMDA data do not 
include information on credit histories, existing debt, loan-to-value (LTV) and many other factors. 
These missing pieces of information, not discrimination, explain the high denial rates for 
minorities.  
 
Based on the limited information in the HDMA data, this study is not intended to prove if there is 
indeed disparity in the mortgage lending. Instead, we will focus on the following aspects: 
11 
 
(1) Looking for implications of disparate treatments between minor ethnicity/race groups and non-
Hispanic whites; 
(2) While most of the studies employed exclusively either hypothesis testing or logistic regression, 
we would like to explore other classification methods and compare their performance against 
logistic regression. For example, we will use the generalized additive models to go beyond 
linearity and explore the performance of non-parametric methods such as random forest; 
(3) Exploring the importance of sensitive variables (race/ethnicity, gender) and geographical 
information on the classification. 
 
The rest chapters of the thesis are organized as follows: 
(1) In Chapter 2, the data source, data cleaning and imputation procedures are covered. 
(2) In Chapter 3, the methods to build and select the models are introduced together with the 
metrics for model assessment. 
(3) Chapter 4 covers the hypothesis testing of denial rates, using non-Hispanic whites as the control 
group. 
(4) The regulatory guidelines OCC require the effects of ethnic and race be separated when 
building analytic models. In other words, the variable race should be absent when studying the 
effect of ethnicity, and vice versa. Because of this, we built two sets of models, the first set used 
{ethnicity, gender} and the second sets included {gender, race} as sensitive variables, respectively. 
Correspondingly, the model results and model comparisons are presented in Chapters 5 and 6, 
respectively. 
(5) Finally, the results and findings are summarized in Chapter 7, and the relative codes were 
documented in the Appendix. 
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Chapter 2 Data Description and Cleaning 
 
2.1 Data Source 
 
The data used in this study was collected by the HMDA, which can be downloaded at 
https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/home-mortgage-disclosure-act-data-for-the-years-2007-2012. 
The dataset contains the information about the home loan applications in 2014 in Iowa. There are 
55 available variables in the dataset. The main variables can be categorized into the following 
groups: 
(1) Loan decision: approve/deny; 
(2) Loan characteristics: lender type, loan purposes, lien status, loan amount; 
(3) Borrower related: income, applicant ethnicity, applicant race, co-applicant ethnicity, co-
applicant race; 
(4) Geographical information: county code, longitude, latitude, number of houses available in 
the area; 
(5) Variables related to data collection: agency, edit status. 
 
2.2 Data Cleaning 
 
Among the 55 variables in the dataset, some variables were dropped in the modeling because 
(1) 13 of them have very a high missing rate (> 90%). These variables are excluded in the 
modeling process due to their unreliable quality.  
(2) 25 of them are related with the data collection process, for example, which agency collected 
the data or when was the data collected. These variables don’t have any business meaning 
related to loan decisions. 
(3) 3 categorical variables have their values extremely concentrated on a certain level. For 
example, the variable ‘property type’ has three levels (one to four family, manufactured 
housing, multifamily). However, more than 98% of the data have property type = one to 
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four family, making this variable more similar to a unary type. In this case, the variable 
won’t have reliable predictive power. 
 
One variable called “debt to income ratio” (DTI) was generated using the loan amount divided by 
the income. DTI was used to mimic the loan to value ratio (LTV), which is very important to model 
many risk parameters, such as the probability of default or loss given default. However, the 
property value was not included in the dataset so the LTV can’t be calculated. Therefore we use 
DTI to mimic LTV in this study since DTI is also widely used to evaluate the ability of borrowers 
to make payments. 
 
The applicant income has a moderate missing rate of 7.5%. The median family income of the area 
was used to impute the missing applicant income. In order to assess if the missing incomes play 
an important role in explaining the loan decisions, a missing indicator (Im = 1 if missing applicant 
income, = 0 otherwise) was also added after imputation. 
 
The Pearson correlations of the numeric variables were also calculated, and the results are shown 
in Table 2.1. This analysis was carried out to identify the variables with high correlations, because 
including them in the model can result in multi-collinearity issue, resulting in unstable estimates 
of the coefficients. It can be seen that DTI has a high correlation with loan amount, while the 
number of 1-4 family houses in the area has a high correlation with the number of owner-occupied 
units. Therefore the loan amount and the number of owner-occupied units were excluded in the 
modeling. All the numeric variables included in this study were first log-transformed to achieve 
better normality, and then were standardized using the Z-score method to satisfy the requirements 
of the group lasso method.  
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Table 2.1 The correlation of the numeric variables in the dataset, the variables with high correlations are 
highlighted. 
 
 
In order to incorporate geographical information in the modeling, a variable called ‘metropolitan’ 
was generated. This variable has seven levels:  
(a) None metropolitan (baseline); 
(b) Sioux City-Vermillion; 
(c) Omaha-Council Bluffs; 
(d) Des Moines-West Des Moines; 
(e) Waterloo-Cedar Falls ; 
(f) Cedar Rapids-Iowa City; 
(g) Davenport-Moline-Rock Islands 
which is based on the county information from U.S. Department of Commerce Economics and 
Statistics Administration U.S. Census Bureau (Feb 2013) shown in Fig. 2.1 below. 
 
Figure 2.1 The six metropolitan areas defined in this study (indicated by red circles) 
 
loanAmount AP_income ownerOccupied family14unites debt-to-loan ratio
loanAmount 100%
AP_income 33% 100%
ownerOccupied 15% 15% 100%
family14unites 12% 12% 98% 100%
debt-to-loan ratio 79% -31% 6% 5% 100%
15 
 
The sensitive variables used in this study include the applicant and co-applicants’ ethnicity, race 
and gender. By the OCC guidelines, the effects of ethnic and race should not be included in the 
models at the same time when building models or examining the results. For ethnicity, only 
Hispanic and non-Hispanic whites should be used with the latter as the control group. For race, 
there are several levels, such as Asians, American Indians, blacks, pacific islanders and non-
Hispanic white, with the non-Hispanic white as the control group. Usually, the ethnicity groups 
and race groups should not be mixed or appear together in the analysis. In this study two sets of 
models have been constructed, the first sets include {gender, ethnicity} and the second sets include 
{gender, race}. In order to make the results concise and clear, in the following contexts, only the 
results of analysis/models using {gender, ethnicity} are presented. The results of analysis/models 
using {gender, ethnicity} can be found in the appendix. 
 
2.3 Variable Descriptions 
After the prescreening and imputation described above, there are 11 remaining variables for model 
constructions. The detailed information of these candidate variables are given below: 
 
Table 2.2 The variables used in the models together with their types and descriptions 
Variable name Type  description 
loanType categorical Where the loan was applied to 
=1 (baseline): conventional (banks, credit unions) 
=2: FHA (Federal housing administration) 
=3: VA (Veterans administration) 
=4: FSA (Farm service agency)  
LoanPurpose categorical The purpose of the loan 
=1 (baseline): home purchase 
=2: home improvement 
=3: refinancing 
LienStatus categorical =1 (baseline): the loan was secured by 1st lien 
=2: the loan was secured by 2nd lien 
16 
 
=3: the loan was not secured by a lien 
family14units numerical How many 1-4 units were available in that area 
In lasso it is log-transformed and then standardized 
In other models only log-transformed 
Metropolitan categorical The metropolitan area of the loan application 
=None metropolitan (baseline) 
=Sioux City-Vermillion 
=Omaha-Council Bluffs 
=Des Moines-West Des Moines 
=Waterloo-Cedar Falls  
=Cedar Rapids-Iowa City 
=Davenport-Moline-Rock Islands 
AP_Eth categorical Ethnicity of the applicant 
=1 (baseline): non-Hispanic white 
=2: Hispanic  
COAP_Eth categorical Ethnicity of the co-applicant 
=1 (baseline): non-Hispanic white 
=2: Hispanic 
=3: no co-applicant 
AP_race categorical Race of the applicant 
=1 (baseline): non-Hispanic white 
=2: American Indian 
=3: Asian 
=4: Black 
=5: Pacific Islander 
=6: no co-applicant 
AP_sex categorical Gender of the applicant 
=1 (baseline) male 
=2: female 
AP_income numerical Applicant’s income 
In lasso it is log-transformed and then standardized 
17 
 
In other models only log-transformed 
MI_ApplicantIncome categorical The indicator for missing applicant income 
=0 (baseline): non-missing income 
=1: missing income 
DTI numerical Debt to income ratio=loan amount/income 
In lasso it is log-transformed and then standardized 
In other models only log-transformed 
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Chapter 3 Methods 
 
In this chapter, a brief introduction to the methods and techniques used in this study is covered in 
the following aspects: 
(1) χ2-test which is used to test if the difference in the denial rates is statistically significant; 
(2) Classifiers used in the study to model the approval rates; 
(3) Model assessment metrics; 
(4) Model selection techniques. 
 
3.1 The χ2-test 
 
The χ2-test (or Pearson's χ2-test [12]) is used to determine whether there is a significant difference 
between the expected and the observed frequencies in one or more categories. When the null 
hypothesis (i.e. there is no difference in the denial rates between the two groups) is true, the test 
statistics will follow a χ2 distribution. Two points to note are: 
(1) The χ2-test is asymptotically true, meaning that the sampling distribution can be made to 
approximate a chi-squared distribution as closely as desired by making the sample size large 
enough, given the null hypothesis is true; 
(2) In the case that there are only two categories of data (i.e. one degree of freedom), the Yates 
correction [13] has to be used. We subtract 0.5 from the calculated value of “observed frequency-
expected frequency”. 
In this study, we only conduct the χ2-test when there are at least 100 cases for each group, in order 
to make the asymptotic property of test statistic valid. The function ‘prop.test()’ in R is used, where 
the Yates correction has been taken into account. 
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3.2 Classifiers  
 
Four widely adopted classifiers have been used in this study, i.e. logistic regression, linear 
discriminant analysis, generalized additive methods and random forests. A brief introduction to 
these classifiers is given below.  
 
3.2.1 Logistic Regression 
 
Logistic regression was developed by statistician David Cox in 1958 [14]. It is a parametric 
approach, where the log-odds of the probability of an event is a linear combination of the 
independent variables. The two possible dependent variable values are often labeled as "0" and 
"1", which represent outcomes such as pass/fail, win/lose, alive/dead or healthy/sick.  
 
The assumptions of logistic regression are: 
(1) The observations are independent of each other; 
(2) There is little or no multi-collinearity among the independent variables;  
(3) The predictors are linearly related to the log odds; 
(4) A relatively large sample size (“one in ten rule”), i.e. at least 10 cases with the least frequent 
outcome for each predictor in the model.  
 
The following setting was used to model the loan approvals and denials by logistic regression in 
this study. Let Yi be the outcome of the i-th application (loan approved: Yi = 0, loan denied: Yi = 1), 
and let X1i, X2i, …, Xpi be the corresponding p predictors associated with the i-th observation, the 
logistic regression attempt to find the optimum set of parameters {β0, β1, …, βp} such that 
ln (
𝑃(𝑌𝑖=1)
1−𝑃(𝑌𝑖=1)
) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋1𝑖 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝𝑋1𝑝.      Eq. [3.1] 
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The optimization is carried out by maximizing the log-likelihood function. 
 
3.2.2 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) 
 
The original dichotomous discriminant analysis was developed by Sir Ronald Fisher in 1936 [15]. 
Compared to logistic regression, LDA considers an alternative and less direct approach to 
estimating the probabilities. In LDA, we model the distribution of the predictors X separately in 
each of the response classes (i.e. given Y), and then use Bayes’ theorem to flip these around into 
estimates for P(Y=k|X=x).  
𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑘|𝑋 = 𝑥) =
𝜋𝑘𝑓𝑘(𝑥)
∑ 𝜋𝑙𝑓𝑙(𝑥)
𝐾
𝑙=1
,       Eq. [3.2] 
where πk represents the prior probability that a randomly chosen observation comes from the k-th 
class, fk(X) = P(X = x|Y = k) denotes the density function of X for an observation in the k-th class 
has X = x. In other words, fk(x) is large if there is a high probability that an observation in the k-th 
class has X = x, and fk(x) is small if it is very unlikely that an observation in the k-th class has X = 
x.  
 
The assumptions for LDA are: 
(1) Independence: the observations are independent of each other; 
(2) Multivariate normality: predictors are normal for each level of the grouping variable; 
(3) Homogeneity of variance/covariance (homoscedasticity): Variances among group variables are 
the same across levels of predictors.  
(4) No multi-collinearity: Predictive power can decrease with an increased correlation between 
predictors; 
When fk(X)’s are assumed to be normal, it turns out that the model is very similar in form to logistic 
regression. 
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3.2.3 Generalized Additive Model (GAM) 
 
GAM was originally developed by Hastie and Tibshirani [16] to blend properties of generalized 
linear models with additive models. For logistic regression and LDA, the linear assumption is 
always an approximation, and sometimes a poor one. There have been many approaches 
attempting to incorporate non-linearity in the models, however, in this study, we will just focus on 
some common approaches such as polynomial regression, step functions and regression splines.  
 
Polynomial regression extends the linear model by adding extra predictors such as X2, X3, … as 
predictors. Usually, we will fit a high degree of polynomial over the entire range of X instead of 
cutting it into some regions. Step functions cut the range of a variable into K distinct regions in 
order to produce a qualitative variable. This has the effect of fitting a piecewise constant function. 
Regression splines are more flexible than polynomials and step functions. They involve dividing 
the range of X into K distinct regions. Within each region, a polynomial function is fit to the data. 
However, these polynomials are constrained so that they join smoothly at the region boundaries 
(knots). If a polynomial with d degree of freedom is used, we will constrain that all the d - 1 
derivatives are continuous at the knots. All these approaches can be implemented in GAMs. 
 
A logistic regression GAM can be written in the following form: 
ln (
𝑝(𝑋)
1−𝑝(𝑋)
) = 𝛽0 + 𝑓1(𝑋1) + 𝑓2(𝑋2) + ⋯ 𝑓𝑝(𝑋𝑝),     Eq. [3.3] 
where fj(Xj) (j=1, 2, …, p) represents a smooth non-linear function of the j-th predictor. It can be 
seen that the linearity assumption has been relaxed but the additivity assumption still remains in 
the model. There can be various choices of fj(Xj), in this study we focus on one of the most common 
approaches, namely the cubic spline functions. A brief introduction on the cubic splines is given 
below. 
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We first start with a very simple case, i.e. a piecewise cubic polynomial with a single knot at c 
takes the form (with only one predictor X) 
𝑦𝑖 = {
𝛽01 + 𝛽11𝑥𝑖 + 𝛽21𝑥𝑖
2 + 𝛽31𝑥𝑖
3 + 𝜀𝑖        (𝑥𝑖 < 𝑐)
     𝛽02 + 𝛽12𝑥𝑖 + 𝛽22𝑥𝑖
2 + 𝛽32𝑥𝑖
3 + 𝜀𝑖        (𝑥𝑖 ≥ 𝑐)    
   Eq. [3.4] 
Using more knots leads to a more flexible piecewise polynomial. The coefficients {β01, β11, β21,, 
β31, β02, β12, β22, β32} result in degree of freedom d = 8. As we impose the continuity constraint at 
c (continuity, continuity of the 1st derivative and continuity of the 2nd derivative), the degree of 
freedom reduces to d = 8 – 3 = 5. The cubic polynomials with the continuity constraint at the knots 
are called cubic splines. In general, if we place K different knots throughout the range of X, then 
we will end up fitting K + 1 different cubic polynomials (d = 4K + 4). After removing 3K degrees 
of freedom imposed by the continuity constraint, a cubic spline with K knots uses a total of K + 4 
degrees of freedom. 
 
A more convenient way to represent cubic splines is using the basis functions. A cubic spline with 
K knots can be modeled using K + 3 basis functions 
𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑏1(𝑥𝑖) + 𝛽2𝑏2(𝑥𝑖) + ⋯ + 𝛽𝐾+3𝑏𝐾+3(𝑥𝑖) + 𝜀𝑖,    Eq. [3.5] 
where b1, b2, …, bK+1 are an appropriate choice of basis functions. The most direct way to start off 
with the basis for cubic splines is x, x2, x3 and then add one truncated power basis function per 
knot. The power basis function is defined as 
ℎ(𝑥, 𝜉) = {
(𝑥 − 𝜉)3      (𝑥 > 𝜉)
0                   (𝑥 ≤ 𝜉)
,       Eq. [3.6] 
where ξ is the knot. Therefore, the basis functions for a cubic spline with K knots are x, x2, x3, 
h(X,ξ1), h(X,ξ2), …, h(X,ξK), where ξ1, ξ2,…, ξK are the knots. 
 
The coefficients {β0, β1, … , βK+3} can be estimated using penalized least squares. In fitting a 
smooth curve to a set of data, we want to find some function g(x) that fits the observed data well: 
that is, we want 𝑅𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑔(𝑥𝑖))
𝑛
𝑖=1
2
 to be small. However, if we no constraints are put on 
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g(x), then we can always make RSS zero simply by choosing g such that it interpolates all of the 
yi, resulting in over-fitting the data. One of the penalized least square approaches is to find the 
function g that minimizes 
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑔(𝑥𝑖))
2
+ 𝜆 ∫ 𝑔"𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑡)
2𝑑𝑡,       Eq. [3.7] 
where λ is a non-negative tuning parameter. In this study, two algorithms were used to fit the GAM 
models using the R packages “GAM” and “mgcv”, respectively. The “GAM” package uses the 
back-fitting algorithm and the “mgcv” package uses the penalized least squares algorithm. The 
back-fitting algorithm is computationally more efficient than the penalized least squares algorithm. 
However, this algorithm is fully based on numerical methods and lacks statistical intuition. 
 
The back-fitting algorithm is illustrated below: 
Consider the model  
𝑦𝑖 = 𝛼 + ∑ 𝑔(𝑋𝑗𝑖) + 𝜀𝑖
𝑝
𝑗=1 . 
Step 1: Initialize ?̂? =
1
𝑁
∑ 𝑦𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 , 𝑔𝑗
0 ≡ 0 for j = 1, 2, …, p. 
Step 2: Given initial estimates  𝑔𝑘
0(𝑥𝑘)  of 𝑔𝑘(𝑥𝑘) , smooth the partial residuals 𝑦 − ?̂? −
∑ 𝑔𝑘
0
𝑘≠𝑗 (𝑥𝑘) on xj (j = 1, 2, …, p) to obtained an improved estimate 𝑔𝑗
1(𝑥𝑗). 
Step 3: Use 𝑔𝑗
1(𝑥𝑗) to improve the estimates of 𝑔𝑘
1(𝑥𝑘) for k ≠ j, by smoothing the partial residuals 
of 𝑔𝑘(𝑥𝑘) on xk for each xk. 
Step 4: Continue Steps 2 and 3 until the functions fj don’t change or reach convergence threshold. 
 
The penalized least squares algorithm is shown below: 
Consider the model  
𝑦𝑖 = 𝛼 + ∑ 𝑔(𝑋𝑗𝑖) + 𝜀𝑖
𝑝
𝑗=1 , 
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Step 1: Initialize ?̂? = 𝑔 (
1
𝑁
∑ 𝑦𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 ), 𝑠𝑗
0 = 0, j = 1, 2, …, p. 
Step 2: Construct an adjusted the response variable 𝑧𝑖 = 𝜂𝑖
0 −
𝜕𝜂𝑖
𝜕𝜇𝑖
0 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖
0), where 𝜂𝑖
0 = 𝑔(𝜇𝑖
0) =
𝛼0 + ∑ 𝑠𝑗
0(𝑝𝑗=1 𝑥𝑖𝑗) and 𝜇𝑖
0 = 𝑔−1(𝜂𝑖
0). 
Step 3: Compute weights 𝜔𝑖 =
1
𝑉𝑖
0
𝜕𝜂𝑖
𝜕𝜇𝑖
0 , where 𝑉𝑖
0 is the variance of y at 𝜇𝑖
0. 
Step 4: Minimize ‖√𝑊(𝑧 − 𝑋𝛽)‖
2
+ 𝜆𝛽′𝑆𝛽 with respect to β, where X is the data matrix on the 
basis functions used to represent the regression function, W is a diagonal matrix with i-th element 
wi, S is a matrix of known coefficients in the penalty function β’Sβ and λ is a smoothing parameter. 
Then compute 𝑠𝑗
1, 𝜂1 and 𝜇𝑖
1, the second stage estimates of sj, η and μi. 
Step 5: Continue Steps 2-4 by replacing ηk with ηk+1 (k ≥ 1) until the difference between two 
successive values of η reaches the convergence threshold. 
 
3.2.4 Random Forests 
 
The general method of random decision forests was first proposed by Ho in 1995 [17], and was 
extended by Breiman and Cutler [18]. Random forest belongs to the family of tree-based methods, 
which is a non-parametric approach. Tree methods such as regression trees (for regression 
problems) or decision trees (for classification problems) are very easy to explain. However, they 
usually have less predictive power than the regression methods and suffer from high variance. This 
means that if we split the training data into two parts at random, and fit a decision tree to both 
subsets, the results could be quite different.  
 
Bagged trees have been used to overcome the high variance of regular decision trees. The principle 
behind bagged trees is the following: 
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(1) Recall that given a set of n independent observations Z1, ..., Zn, each with variance σ2, the 
variance of the mean s is σ2/n. In other words, averaging a set of independent observations reduces 
variance. 
(2) Similarly, we could calculate 𝑓1(𝑥), 𝑓2(𝑥), … , 𝑓𝐵(𝑥) using B separate training sets and then 
average them to obtain a single model with low variance. 
 
Random forests provide an improvement over bagged trees. In bagging, we build a set of decision 
trees on bootstrapped training samples. However, when those bagged trees are built in a random 
forest, a random small tweak is introduced to decorrelate the trees. Each time a split in a tree is 
considered, a random sample of m predictors is chosen from the full set of p predictors. The split 
is allowed to use only one of those m chosen predictors. Typically we choose m ≈ p1/2. In other 
words, in building a random forest, at each split in the tree, the algorithm is not even allowed to 
consider a majority of the available predictors. This sounds crazy but has a clever rationale behind 
it. Suppose that there is one very strong predictor in the data set, along with a number of other 
moderately strong predictors. Then in the collection of bagged trees, most or all of the trees will 
use this strong predictor in the top split. Consequently, all of the bagged trees will look quite 
similar to each other. Hence, the predictions from the bagged trees will be highly correlated. 
Unfortunately, averaging many highly correlated quantities does not lead to a large reduction in 
variance compared to averaging many uncorrelated quantities. It means that bagging will not lead 
to a substantial reduction in variance over a single tree in this setting. However, random forests 
overcome this problem by forcing each split to consider only a subset of the predictors. 
 
The R package “randomForest” was used in this study. A very important parameter of the random 
forest is the total number of bagged trees to grow (Ntree). Usually, the more trees grown, the better 
the model performance will be. However, the computation time and required memory increase 
considerably as Ntree increases. Various Ntree values (64, 128, 256 and 512) were tested in this 
study, it was found that Ntree = 512 is the biggest affordable value (see Sections 5.4 and 6.4 for 
details). In random forest, the predictors can be evaluated using the variable importance. The 
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importance used in this study was the mean decrease in accuracy, which is the reduction in 
classification error by excluding this predictor in the model. 
 
3.3 Model Assessment Metrics 
 
Various metrics can be used to assess the model performance. For classification problems the most 
intuitive one is the misclassification rate, which is defined as the ratio of the misclassified cases to 
the total number of cases. However, the misclassification rate can be biased and misleading, 
especially for unbalanced data (e.g. dominant by Yi = 0 and very few cases with Yi = 1) and we 
want to predictive power for the minority class (Yi = 1). This can be illustrated by the example 
confusion matrices shown below (table 3.1 and 3.2). Considering a classification problem with 
total 100 cases (90 with Yi = 0 and 10 with Yi = 1). Classifier 1 has a misclassification rate 12%, 
however, it missed all the minority classes with Yi = 1. As a comparison, Classifier 2 has a slightly 
higher misclassification rate of 13%, but it captures half of the minority classes correctly. It is 
obvious that Classifier 2 is more preferable, however, if the misclassification rate is used to assess 
the model performance we would pick Classifier 1 as a better model. 
 
Table 3.1 Example confusion matrix (using classifier 1) 
actual class/predicted class Yi = 0 Yi = 1 
Yi = 0 88 (true positive) 2 (false negative) 
Yi = 1 10 (false positive) 0 (true negative) 
 
Table 3.2 Example confusion matrix (using classifier 2) 
actual class/predicted class Yi = 0 Yi = 1 
Yi = 0 82 (true positive) 8 (false negative) 
Yi = 1 5 (false positive) 5 (true negative) 
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In this study, we used the mean AUC in 10-fold cross-validation as the metric to assess the model 
performance, in order to avoid the problem using misclassification rate or a single test dataset. 
These approaches are introduced in the following sections. 
 
3.3.1 ROC curve and AUC 
 
It can be seen that there are two types of errors in the previous example, false positive and false 
negative. The true positive rate (TPR) is called sensitivity, while the true negative rate (TNR) is 
known as specificity. Therefore, the false positive rate (FPR) is 1-specificity. The ROC (Receiver 
Operating Characteristic) curve is generated by plotting the TPR against FPR at various threshold 
settings. It has the advantage of evaluating the model performance comprehensively at all the 
possible thresholds for classification, instead of relying on a single threshold (such as 0.5, which 
is commonly used in logistic regressions).  
 
An example ROC curve is shown in Fig 3.1. It can be seen that the curve has a steep lift at the 
beginning and then levels off as the FPR increases. The perfect model would yield a point in the 
upper left corner or coordinate (0,1) of the ROC space, representing 100% sensitivity (no false 
negatives) and 100% specificity (no false positives). Therefore the (0,1) point is also called a 
perfect classification. A random guess would give a point along the diagonal line (the so-called 
line of no-discrimination) from the left bottom to the top right corners. An intuitive example of 
random guessing is a decision by flipping coins. As the size of the sample increases, a random 
classifier's ROC point tends towards the diagonal line. In the case of a balanced coin, it will tend 
to the point (0.5,0.5). 
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Figure 3.1 Example ROC curve, the red and blue points represent the perfect classification and limit of 
random guess, respectively. 
 
The AUC (area under the ROC curve) is a popular metrics to assess the model performance. A 
random guess model will have AUC = 0.5 while the perfect model will have AUC = 1.0. As a 
result, most of the models will have AUC between 0.5 and 1.0. The higher the AUC, the better the 
model performance will be. Another popular metric based on AUC is the Gini coefficient, which 
is defined as 2AUC - 1. In this study, the AUC is used to compare the performance of different 
classification methods. 
 
3.3.2 Cross-validation 
 
In predictive modeling, we are more interested in how the model performs on the data that it hasn’t 
seen rather than on the data used to build the model. For this purpose, the whole available dataset 
is usually divided into a training set (used to build the model) and a test set (used for prediction 
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and evaluating the performance). In general, low test error is more preferred than low training 
error, because the test error is the average error that results from using a model to predict the 
response on a new observation — a measurement that was not used in training the model. 
 
Dividing the whole dataset into training and test sets belongs to resampling methods. Resampling 
methods involve repeatedly drawing samples from a training set and refitting a model of interest 
on each sample in order to obtain additional information about the fitted model. In the following a 
brief introduction of the most popular resampling approaches: (1) the validation set approach, (2) 
leave one out cross-validation (LOOCV) and k-fold cross-validation. 
 
(1) The validation set approach: 
The validation set approach is the simplest resampling strategy. It involves randomly dividing the 
available set of observations into two parts, a training set and a test set. The model is fit on the 
training set, and the fitted model is used to predict the responses for the observations in the test 
set. The resulting assessment metrics are used to evaluate the model performance.  
The validation set approach requires the least computational time and resource as it involves no 
refitting of the model. However, there are some drawbacks. First, the metrics calculated using the 
test set can be highly variable, depending on precisely which observations are included in the 
training set and which observations are included in the test set. Second, we would like to include 
as much data as possible to build stable models. However, it’s hard to balance the training and test 
sets in case of very limited data. 
 
(2) LOOCV: 
LOOCV attempts to address the drawbacks of the validation set approach. However, instead of 
creating two subsets of comparable size, a single observation (x1,y1) is used for the test set, and all 
the remaining observations {(x2, y2),…, (xn, yn)} make up the training set. The model is fit using 
the n-1 training observations, and a prediction 𝑦1̂ is made for the excluded observation using its 
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value x1. The procedure continues by holding out the 2
nd, 3rd,…, nth observations, as shown in the 
schematic drawing in Fig 3.2.  
 
Fig 3.2 Schematic drawing of LOOCV, A set of n data points is repeatedly split into a training set (shown in 
blue) containing all but one observation, and a validation set that contains only that observation (shown in 
beige). The test error is then estimated by averaging the n resulting MSE’s. The first training set contains all 
but observation 1, the second training set contains all but observation 2, and so forth. (taken from Fig. 5.3 of 
Ref. [19]) 
 
It can be seen that the LOOCV uses as much data as possible to build the model, and it has a much 
lower bias of the test error than the validation set approach. However, LOOCV requires 
considerably longer computation time as it refits the model n - 1 times. 
 
(3) k-fold cross-validation: 
The k-fold cross-validation attempts to preserve the advantage of LOOCV and to reduce the 
computation time. As a compromise, it involves randomly dividing the set of observations into k 
groups, or folds, of approximately equal size. The first fold is treated as a test set, and the model 
is fit on the remaining k - 1 folds. The test error is then computed on the observations in the held-
out fold. This procedure is repeated k times; each time, a different group of observations is treated 
as a test set. This process results in k estimates of the test error, and the k-fold cross-validation 
estimate is computed by averaging these values. 
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As an example, the 5-fold cross-validation approach is illustrated in Fig 3.3. It can be seen that the 
validation set approach corresponds to k = 2, while the LOOCV corresponds to k = n. The k-fold 
cross-validation requires to refit the model k - 1 times. Therefore using appropriate k can reduce 
the computation time and preserve the low bias of the error estimates. The most common choices 
are k = 5 or 10.  
 
Fig 3.3 A schematic display of 5-fold CV. A set of n observations is randomly split into five non-overlapping 
groups. Each of these fifths acts as a test set (shown in yellow), and the remainder as a training set (shown in 
blue). The test error is estimated by averaging the five resulting error estimates. (taken from Fig. 5.5 of Ref. 
[19]) 
 
In this study, we use the 10-fold cross-validation approach. Because the data is unbalanced and is 
dominant by cases with Yi = 0, we would like to have homogeneity among the folds. Therefore we 
firstly separate the cases with Yi = 0 (approved loans) and Yi = 1 (denied loans). The set of the 
approved loans was further split randomly into 10 approximate equal subsets, and so did the set of 
the denied loans. Next, the 10 subsets of approved loans and denied loans were combined to form 
folds, with the first subset of the approved loans combined with the first subset of the denied loans 
to form fold 1 and so on. This process was schematically illustrated in Fig 3.4. Thirdly, 10-fold 
cross-validation was used to assess the model performance, i.e. we started off by holding out fold 
1 and use folds 2 ~ 10 to construct the model, and use observations in fold 1 for prediction and 
calculation of the test AUC1. The same process was run by holding folds 2 ~ 10 out and test AUC2, 
…, test AUC10 were calculated. Finally, we averaged the test AUCs to get the 10-fold cross-
validation AUC to evaluate the model performance. 
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Fig 3.4 Construction of the 10 folds used in this study 
 
3.4 Model Selection Technique 
 
The model selection, also called variable selection or feature selection, is a process to look for the 
best model among all the possible models. Equivalently, we would like to find the best subset of 
predictors out of the available p predictors. Two elements must be considered in model selection: 
the approach for model selection and the measures used for model selection. In this work, the mean 
test AUC in 10-fold cross-validation is used as measures for model selection. A brief introduction 
to the model selection approach used in this study is given below. 
 
3.4.1 Best Subset Selection 
 
To perform the best subset selection, we fit a separate model for each possible combination of the 
p predictors. If there are in total p predictors available, the total number of possible models is 2p. 
It can be seen that the total number of possible models increase exponentially as a function of p. 
Therefore the best subset approach will suffer from computational limitations as p grows large. 
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There are some other alternatives such as stepwise selection. However, there are only p = 11 
predictors in this study, so the best subset selection is still feasible. 
  
3.4.2 Group LASSO 
 
LASSO stands for least absolute shrinkage and selection operator, which belongs to the shrinkage 
methods. The shrinkage methods are designed to fit a model containing all p predictors using a 
technique that constrains or regularizes the coefficient estimates, or equivalently, that shrinks the 
coefficient estimates towards zero.  
 
LASSO was originally introduced in geophysics literature in 1986 [20] but was independently 
rediscovered and popularized by Tibshirani in 1996 [21] who coined out the term and provided 
further insights into the observed performance. Using linear regression as an example, the LASSO 
coefficients ?̂?𝜆
𝐿 minimize the quantity 
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝛽0 − ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑝
𝑗=1 )
2
+ 𝜆 ∑ |𝛽𝑗|
𝑝
𝑗=1
𝑛
𝑖=1 ,      Eq. [3.8] 
where the first term is the ordinary residual sum of squares and the second term is an L1 shrinkage 
penalty, and λ ≥ 0 is a tuning parameter. When λ = 0, the penalty term 𝜆 ∑ |𝛽𝑗| 
𝑝
𝑗=1 is removed from 
and the LASSO will produce the least square estimates. As λ grows larger and larger, the impact 
of the penalty term grows. As λ → ∞ the model coefficients will shrink toward zero. 
 
Another formulation of LASSO can be written as: 
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 {∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝛽0 − ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑝
𝑗=1 )
2𝑛
𝑖=1 } subject to ∑ |𝛽𝑗| ≤ 𝑠.
𝑝
𝑗=1    Eq. [3.9] 
Comparing to Eq. [3.8], it can be seen that for every λ there is some s such that Eq. [3.9] will give 
the same LASSO coefficient estimates. When p = 2, Eq. [3.9] indicates that the LASSO 
coefficients estimates have the smallest residual sum of squares out of all points that lie within the 
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diamond region defined by |𝛽1 + 𝛽2| ≤ 𝑠. If s is sufficiently large, then the diamond region will 
grow and overlap with least square estimation. Such a large s corresponds to λ = 0 in Eq. [3.8]. As 
s becomes smaller and smaller, the diamond region will shrink and the LASSO estimates will 
deviate from the least squares estimates. Eq. [3.9] indicates that the LASSO coefficient estimates 
are given by the first point at which an ellipse contacts the constraint region. The LASSO constraint 
has corners at each of the axes, and so the ellipse will often intersect the constraint region at an 
axis. When this occurs, one of the coefficients will equal zero. In higher dimensions, many of the 
coefficient estimates may equal zero simultaneously. This mechanism is illustrated in Fig 3.5. 
 
Fig 3.5 Schematic drawing of LASSO when p=2, correspondingly there are two coefficients β1 and β2. The red 
contour indicates the residual sum of squares and ?̂? represents the least square estimation. The LASSO 
coefficient estimates are given by the first point at which an ellipse contacts the constraint region. In this case 
the intersection occurs at β1=0, so the model will only contain β2. 
 
One of the limitations for the conventional LASSO is dealing with the categorical predictors. 
Categorical predictors may contain many levels, and each level will be treated as a separate 
variable in conventional LASSO. As a result, the coefficients of some levels will shrink to zero 
(excluded in the model) while the other levels remain in the model. However, it often doesn’t make 
sense to include only a few levels of a categorical variable. Instead one would like to consider all 
the levels of a categorical variable together in the model, such that all the levels are either included 
or excluded in the model simultaneously. The group LASSO algorithm attempts to address this 
issue.  
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The group LASSO was introduced in 2006 by Yuan and Lin [21]. The group LASSO method allows 
all levels of a categorical variable to be selected into or out of a model together, so that all the 
levels of a particular group are either included or not included. The formulation of group LASSO 
can be written as: 
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 (‖𝒚 − ∑ 𝑿𝑙𝜷𝑙
𝐿
𝑙=1 ‖2
2 + 𝜆 ∑ √𝑝𝑙‖𝜷𝑙‖2
𝐿
𝑙=1 ),    Eq. [3.10] 
where there are p predictors available in total, and they are grouped into L groups, with pl being 
the number of variable in the l-th group. Xl is the predictor matrix of the l-th group, with the 
corresponding coefficient vector βl. The || · ||2 denotes the Euclidean norm where ‖𝒙‖2 =
√𝑥1
2 + 𝑥2
2 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑛2 for the vector x = (x1,x2,…,xn)
T. 
 
In this study, the group LASSO is used for model selection using the R package “gglasso”. We 
standardized all the numeric predictors using the Z-score approach 𝑧𝑖 =
𝑥𝑖−?̅?
𝜎
, where xi is the 
unstandardized predictor (log-transformed), ?̅?  and σ are the population mean and standard 
deviation of the xi’s. 
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Chapter 4 Hypothesis Testing of the Denial Rates  
 
We first set out exploring the average denial rates of each type of loans, because the decision 
patterns can be very different for loans applied to different institutions and for different purposes. 
The numbers of loans applied to various institutions (conventional, FHA, VA and FSA) for various 
purposes (home purchase, home improvement, refinancing) are shown in Table 4.1, and the 
corresponding denial rates are presented in Table 4.2. 
 
Table 4.1 Numbers of loans applied to various institutions for various purposes in Iowa in 2014 
number of loans 
loan purpose 
home purchase home improvement refinancing 
  conventional  30639 7593 25320 
loan source FHA 4275 174 2552 
  VA 2199 34 1649 
  FSA 2573 2 32 
 
Table 4.2 Denial rates of loans applied to various institutions for various purposes in Iowa in 2014 
denial rate 
loan purpose 
home purchase home improvement refinancing 
  conventional  8.4% 23.7% 21.4% 
loan source FHA 16.3% 33.0% 46.4% 
  VA 12.8% 40.0% 34.3% 
  FSA 19.2% 50.0% 17.1% 
 
It can be seen that the majority of the loans were applied to conventional institutions such as banks 
or credit unions, corresponding to 76% of the total loan applications, followed by loans applied to 
FHA, VA and FSA respectively. Regarding the loan purposes, the majority of the applications are 
for home purchase (52%), followed by refinancing (28%) and home improvement (10%). Denial 
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rates also differ significantly among the sources of loan types. The denial rates for home purchase 
applied to all sources are below 20%, while those for home improvement and refinancing are 
usually much higher (except refinancing applied to FSA). It can be found that loans applied to 
conventional institutions usually have lower denial rates than to FHA, VA or FSA. It can be 
understood that the banks and credit unions form the main financial sources in the market for home 
buyers. However, based on the heterogeneity among the groups the hypothesis testing of the denial 
rates by ethnicity, race or gender will be conducted separately for the groups. In order to achieve 
meaningful conclusions, we only tested the groups with at least 100 cases. 
 
4.1 Testing the Denial Rates by Applicant’s Ethnicity 
 
In this section, we test the denial rates of Hispanic applicants to non-Hispanic white applicants, 
using non-Hispanic white applicants as the control group. The number of cases in each group is 
shown in Tables 4.3 to 4.6. The hypothesis testing is carried out for the following groups: 
(1) Loans applied to conventional institutions: loan purpose = home purchase, home improvement 
or refinancing; 
(2) Loans applied to FHA: loan purpose = home purchase or refinancing; 
(3) Loans applied to FSA: loan purpose = home purchase. 
 
Table 4.3 Number of loans applied to conventional institutions by non-Hispanic white and Hispanic 
applicants 
 
Applicant Ethnicity 
 
loans applied to 
conventional 
institutions 
loan purpose 
non-Hispanic 
white hispanic  
home purchase 29853 786 
home improvement 7304 289 
refinancing 24562 758 
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Table 4.4 Number of loans applied to FHA by non-Hispanic white and Hispanic applicants 
 
Applicant Ethnicity 
loans applied to FHA 
loan purpose 
non-Hispanic 
white hispanic  
home purchase 3958 317 
home improvement 168 6 
refinancing 2448 104 
 
Table 4.5 Number of loans applied to VA by non-Hispanic white and Hispanic applicants 
 
Applicant Ethnicity 
loans applied to VA 
loan purpose 
non-Hispanic 
white hispanic  
home purchase 2152 47 
home improvement 34 0 
refinancing 1609 40 
 
Table 4.6 Number of loans applied to FSA by non-Hispanic white and Hispanic applicants 
 
Applicant Ethnicity 
loans applied to FSA 
 
loan purpose 
non-Hispanic 
white hispanic  
home purchase 2470 103 
home improvement 2 0 
refinancing 29 3 
 
For each test, let ph and pnhw denote the mean denial rates of Hispanic applicants and non-Hispanic 
white applicants, respectively. The null and alternative hypotheses are: 
H0: ph = pnhw Vs. H1: ph > pnhw 
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Therefore, all the tests are one-tailed, and the significance level 0.05 was used. The p-values of the 
tests are presented in Tables 4.7 to 4.9, for loan purpose = home purchase, home improvement and 
refinancing, respectively. The mean and variance of the denial rates in the groups were also 
present.  
 
Table 4.7 p-values of the χ2-tests by applicants’ ethnicity (loan purpose = home purchase) 
 
 
Table 4.8 p-values of the χ2-tests by applicants’ ethnicity (loan purpose = home improvement) 
 
 
Table 4.9 p-values of the χ2-tests by applicants’ ethnicity (loan purpose = refinancing) 
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It can be seen that for loans applied to conventional institutions, the mean denial rates of Hispanic 
applicants are statistically significantly higher than non-Hispanic white applicants, no matter what 
the purpose of the loan is. For the loans applied to FHA, such behavior was only observed for loan 
purpose = home purchase. We failed to reject the null hypothesis and concluded that the denials 
rates for the Hispanic applicants and non-Hispanic whites are the same for loans applied to FHA 
for refinancing and loans applied to FSA for home purchase.  
 
4.2 Testing the Denial Rates by Applicant’s Race 
 
In this section, we test the denial rates among various race groups, using non-Hispanic white 
applicants as the control group. The number of cases in each group is shown in Tables 4.10 to 4.13. 
The hypothesis testing is carried out for the following groups: 
(1) Loans applied to conventional institutions,  
purpose = home purchase: Asian Vs Non-Hispanic whites, Black Vs Non-Hispanic whites 
purpose = home improvement: Black Vs Non-Hispanic whites 
purpose = refinancing: Asian Vs Non-Hispanic whites, Black Vs Non-Hispanic whites 
(2) Loans applied to FHA:  
purpose = home purchase: Asian Vs Non-Hispanic whites, Black Vs Non-Hispanic whites 
(3) Loans applied to VA or FSA: no tests were carried out because of their small sample sizes. 
Table 4.10 Number of loans applied to conventional institutions by various race groups 
  Applicant Race 
 
loans applied to 
conventional 
institutions  
loan purpose 
non-Hispanic 
whites 
American 
Indian Asian Black 
Pacific 
islander 
home 
purchase 29853 89 771 297 33 
home 
improvement 7304 38 99 168 18 
refinancing 24562 90 301 303 36 
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Table 4.11 Number of loans applied to FHA by various race groups 
  Applicant Race 
loans applied to 
FHA 
loan purpose 
non-Hispanic 
whites 
American 
Indian Asian Black 
Pacific 
islander 
home 
purchase 3958 35 144 167 10 
home 
improvement 163 1 2 2 0 
refinancing 2274 16 30 64 4 
 
Table 4.12 Number of loans applied to VA by various race groups 
  Applicant Race 
loans applied to 
VA 
loan purpose 
non-Hispanic 
whites 
American 
Indian Asian Black 
Pacific 
islander 
home 
purchase 2049 21 13 52 6 
home 
improvement 34 0 0 0 0 
refinancing 1472 12 21 56 6 
 
Table 4.13 Number of loans applied to FSA by various race groups 
  Applicant Race 
loans applied to 
FSA 
loan 
purpose 
non-Hispanic 
whites 
American 
Indian Asian Black 
Pacific 
islander 
home 
purchase 2422 1 19 17 4 
home 
improvement 2 0 0 0 0 
refinancing 28 0 0 1 0 
 
For each test, let pr and pnhw denote the mean denial rates of applicants from a minor race group 
and non-Hispanic white applicants, respectively. The null and alternative hypotheses are: 
H0: pr = pnhw Vs. H1: pr > pnhw 
Therefore, all the tests are one-tailed, and the significance level 0.05 is used. The p-values of the 
tests are presented in Tables 4.14 to 4.16, for loan purpose = home purchase, home improvement 
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and refinancing, respectively. The mean and variance of the denial rates in the groups are also 
presented.  
 
Table 4.14 p-values of the χ2-tests by applicants’ race (loan purpose = home purchase) 
 
 
Table 4.15 p-values of the χ2-tests by applicants’ race (loan purpose = home improvement) 
 
 
Table 4.16 p-values of the χ2-tests by applicants’ race (loan purpose = refinancing) 
 
 
The conclusions of the tests are summarized below: 
(1) For loans applied to conventional institutions, the mean denial rates of Asian and Black are 
statistically significantly higher than non-HispanicHispanic white applicants, no matter what the 
purpose of the loan is.  
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(2) For loans applied to FHA (purpose = home purchase), the denial rates of Black is statistically 
significantly higher than non-HispanicHispanic whites. We failed to reject the null hypothesis 
when comparing Asian Vs non-HispanicHispanic whites and concluded that the two groups have 
the same denial rates. 
 
4.3 Testing the Denial Rates by Applicant’s Gender 
 
In this section, we test the denial rates among applicants from different genders groups (male and 
female), using the male applicants as the control group. The number of cases in each group is 
shown in Tables 4.17 to 4.20. The hypothesis testing is carried out for the following groups: 
(1) Loans applied to conventional institutions,  
purpose = home purchase, home improvement or refinancing: male vs female applicants 
 (2) Loans applied to FHA or VA:  
purpose = home purchase, refinancing: male vs female applicants 
(3) Loans applied FSA:  
purpose = home purchase: male vs female applicants 
 
Table 4.17 Number of loans applied to conventional institutions by male and female applicants 
  Applicant Gender 
loans applied to 
conventional 
institutions 
loan purpose male female 
home purchase 23054 9621 
home improvement 5434 2822 
refinancing 19198 7516 
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Table 4.18 Number of loans applied to FHA by male and female applicants 
  Applicant Gender 
loans applied to FHA 
loan purpose male female 
home purchase 3005 1758 
home improvement 116 59 
refinancing 1698 1056 
 
Table 4.19 Number of loans applied to VA by male and female applicants 
  Applicant Gender 
loans applied to VA 
loan purpose male female 
home purchase 2010 240 
home improvement 32 2 
refinancing 1567 138 
 
Table 4.20 Number of loans applied to FSA by male and female applicants 
  Applicant Gender 
loans applied to FSA 
loan purpose male female 
home purchase 1737 865 
home improvement 2 0 
refinancing 36 7 
 
For each test, let pf and pm denote the mean denial rates of female and male applicants, respectively. 
The null and alternative hypotheses are: 
H0: pf = pm Vs. H1: pf > pm 
Therefore, all the tests are one-tailed, and the significance level 0.05 was used. The p-values of the 
tests are presented in Tables 4.21 to 4.23, for loan purpose = home purchase, home improvement 
and refinancing, respectively. The mean and variance of the denial rates in the groups are also 
presented.  
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Table 4.21 p-values of the χ2-tests by applicants’ gender (loan purpose = home purchase) 
 
 
Table 4.22 p-values of the χ2-tests by applicants’ gender (loan purpose = home improvement) 
 
 
Table 4.23 p-values of the χ2-tests by applicants’ gender (loan purpose = refinancing) 
 
 
The conclusions of the tests are summarized below: 
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(1) For loans applied to conventional institutions, the mean denial rates of female applicants are 
statistically significantly higher than male applicants, no matter what the purpose of the loan is.  
(2) For loans applied to FHA, VA and FSA, we failed to reject the null hypothesis when comparing 
the denial rates of female Vs male applicants and concluded that the two groups have the same 
denial rates. 
 
4.4 Summary and Discussion of the Hypothesis Testing Results  
 
Compared to the results in the literature, the hypothesis testing in this study has very similar 
conclusions. For the loans applied to conventional institutions such as banks or credit unions, (1) 
the mean denial rates of Hispanic applicants are significantly higher than those of non-Hispanic 
whites; 
(2) the mean denial rates of Asian and Black are significantly higher than those of non-Hispanic 
whites;  
(3) the mean denial rates of female applicants are significantly than those of male applicants, 
disregard any ethnicity or races.  
It can be seen that the mean denial rates indeed differ significantly by the sensitive variables 
(ethnicity, race and gender) in this study, which provides implications of potential discriminations. 
However, a solid conclusion on if there is indeed discrimination can’t be simply made based on 
only these results. On one hand, the other important variables such as the income, debt history or 
detailed credit reports were not taken into account or unavailable in the tests. On the other hand, 
the available data are also too thin to allow us increasing the granularity (adding more control 
variables) in the tests. Moreover, different financial institutions have different risk appetites and 
underwriting guidelines for home loans. All these factors pose difficulties to study the 
discrimination by only hypothesis testing.  
One should be cautious when trying to interpret or apply all the hypothesis testing results 
simultaneously. Because of the multiple-testing concerns, there are higher chances to observe a 
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test to be significant, even if all of the tests are actually not significant. In this case, more advanced 
such as the log-linear model can be used for the contingency tables. 
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Chapter 5 Modeling the Approval/Denial Rates Using Ethnicity and Gender 
 
In this chapter, the approval/denial rates are modeled. It is essentially a classification problem, 
where possible outcomes are predicted: (1) application accepted or (2) applications denied. 
Following the OCC’s guideline, we build one set of models with {ethnicity, gender} and the other 
set of models with {race, gender}, rather than mixing the ethnicity and race together in the same 
models. This chapter covers the models constructed using {ethnicity, gender}, while the models 
constructed using {race, gender} are discussed Chapter 6. 
 
The models are constructed using four classifiers, viz. logistic regression, LDA, GAM and random 
forests (see Section 3.2 for the introduction of these methods). The candidate variables are listed 
in Section 2.3. The mean AUC in 10-fold cross-validation is used as the metric to evaluate the 
model performances (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 for details). This chapter is organized as follows: 
(1) In Section 5.1, a logistic regression model is fitted using all the candidate variables (the full 
model). We focus not only on the statistical significance of the variables, but also on the 
interpretability of the variables to ensure they are meaningful from the business perspective. 
(2) In Section 5.2, group LASSO is used in logistic regressions for variables selection. The LASSO 
path plot was employed to reveal the importance of the candidate variables in explaining the 
approval rates. 
(3) In Section 5.3, the best subset approach is used to select variables in the logistic regression, 
LDA and GAM.  
(4) In Section 5.4, Random Forest is used to challenge the parametric methods, and then the model 
performance was compared.  
(5) Finally, the results are summarized in Section 5.5.  
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5.1 Logistic Regression of the Full Model  
 
The full model is fitted by logistic regression using all the 11 available variables and all the 
observations in the dataset. The purpose is to give an overview of how the variables help explain 
the approval rates. The fitting is summarized in Table 5.1. The baseline settings of the categorical 
variables are presented in Table 5.2. 
 
Table 5.1 The coefficient estimation, standard error and p-value of the variables in the full model fitted using 
logistic regression 
Variable Estimation std err z-value p-value 
(Intercept) -0.1603 9.84E-02 -1.63 0.103187 
Loan source = applied to FHA -0.6531 3.34E-02 -19.548 <2.00E-16 
Loan source = applied to VA -0.5575 4.59E-02 -12.135 <2.00E-16 
Loan source = applied to FSA -0.5519 5.61E-02 -9.829 <2.00E-16 
Loan Purpose = home improvement -1.0790 4.69E-02 -22.985 <2.00E-16 
Loan Purpose = refinancing -1.1660 2.42E-02 -48.225 <2.00E-16 
Lien Status = secured by 2nd lien 0.4449 5.22E-02 8.52 <2.00E-16 
Lien Status = not secured by a lien -0.5939 7.01E-02 -8.47 <2.00E-16 
number of 1-4 family units locally 0.0001 1.39E-05 5.329 9.86E-08 
Metropolitan = Cedar Rapids-Iowa City 0.3556 3.17E-02 11.212 <2.00E-16 
Metropolitan = Davenport-Moline 0.2090 4.39E-02 4.764 1.90E-06 
Metropolitan = Des Moines-west Des 
Moines 
0.0978 2.84E-02 3.445 0.000572 
Metropolitan = Omaha-Council Bluffs -0.0980 4.71E-02 -2.079 0.037582 
Metropolitan = Sioux City-Vermillion -0.0007 5.00E-02 -0.013 0.989446 
Metropolitan = Waterloo-Cedar Falls 0.5138 4.87E-02 10.554 <2.00E-16 
Applicant ethnicity = Hispanic -0.4487 5.32E-02 -8.431 <2.00E-16 
Co-applicant ethnicity = Hispanic -0.3859 8.85E-02 -4.361 1.30E-05 
Co-applicant: No Co-applicant  -0.1264 2.39E-02 -5.284 1.27E-07 
Applicant gender = female -0.0874 2.32E-02 -3.772 0.000162 
Missing indicator: income 0.2890 5.37E-02 5.379 7.49E-08 
Applicant's income 0.5972 2.14E-02 27.915 <2.00E-16 
DTI (debt to income ratio) -0.0597 1.77E-02 -3.367 0.00076 
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Table 5.2 Baseline settings of the categorical variables 
Loan source=applied to conventional financial institutions 
Loan purpose = home purchase 
Lien status = secured by 1st lien 
Metropolitan = no metropolitan area 
Applicant ethnicity = non-Hispanic white 
Co-applicant ethnicity = non-Hispanic white 
Applicant gender = male 
 
It can be seen that most of the variables are statistically significant, as reflected by p-values below 
0.05. One level of the categorical variable ‘metropolitan’ (Sioux City-Vermillion) has very large 
p-values. However, the rest of the levels are all significant. Hence we will keep the variable 
‘metropolitan’ in the model at this stage and address this issue later using the group LASSO 
method. The intercept has a p-value of 0.1; nevertheless, it often doesn’t hurt to include a non-
significant intercept in the model. 
 
In the following we focus on the interpretability of the model coefficients: 
(1) The coefficients for the loans applied to FHA, VA and FSA are all negative. It indicates that 
the log-odds of the approval rates will be lower for loans applied to these organizations compared 
to those applied to banks or credit unions when keeping all other variables constant. The signs of 
the coefficients agree very well with the results in Chapter 4. While FHA, VA and FSA have lower 
requirements for the applicants (e.g. lower credit scores etc.), fewer people qualify those programs. 
For example, VA and FSA are open mostly to veterans and farmers, respectively. Meanwhile, 
these organizations may have higher lending standards for other items. 
 
(2) The coefficients for the loans applied for home improvement and refinancing are all negative. 
It indicates lower log-odds of approval rates for loans applied for these purposes compared to those 
applied for home purchase, holding all other variables constant. Since the majority of applicants 
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in the market are still home buyers, the lender may have relative tighter requirements on home 
improvement or refinancing, resulting in lower approval rates for home improvement and 
refinancing. 
 
(3) The sign of the loans secured by a further 2nd lien is positive, while the sign of the loans not 
secured by any lien was negative. It indicates that the log-odds of the approval rates will be higher 
for loans further secured by a second lien than loans secured only by a first lien, whereas the log-
odds of the approval rates will be lower for loans not secured by any lien than loans secured by a 
first lien, when holding all other variables constant. It is in good agreement with the business 
intuitive. When a loan is secured by more liens, the default risk will be much lower than loans not 
secured by any lien. Therefore the lenders are more willing to approve the applications. 
 
(4) The sign for the number of 1-4 family units (log-transformed) in the area is positive. It indicates 
that the log-odds of approval rates will be higher if there are more 1-4 family units in that area. 
Given a broader market in the area, financial institutions or other lenders are more willing to 
approve loan applications based on a flourish market.  
 
(5) Different metropolitans seem to respond differently when compared to non-metropolitan areas. 
It can be seen that the signs for Cedar Rapids-Iowa city, Davenport-Moline, Des Moines-West Des 
Moines and Waterloo-Cedar Falls are positive. However, the metropolitan area Omaha-Council 
Bluffs has a negative sign. No discussion will be made for the metropolitan area Sioux City-
Vermillion due to the large p-value. These results indicate that the log-odds of approval rates will 
be higher in Cedar rapids-Iowa city, Davenport-Moline, Des Moines-West Des Moines and 
Waterloo-Cedar Falls than in non-metropolitan areas, while the log-odds of approval rates will be 
lower in metropolitan area Omaha-Council Bluffs than in non-metropolitan areas, while holding 
all other variables constant. In general, the economy and the housing market in metropolitan areas 
will be better and bigger than the non-metropolitan areas. Therefore the lender will focus more on 
these areas to attract their potential customers; as a result, they will originate more loans in these 
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areas. It is interesting to see that the metropolitan area Omaha-Council Bluffs has lower approval 
rates. It may be caused by some other factors such as a declined economy or a decrease in the 
property value in this area, which is worthy of further investigations. 
 
(6) The coefficient for Hispanic applicants is negative, which agrees with the hypothesis testing 
results in Chapter 4. It indicates lower log-odds of approval rates for Hispanic applicants than for 
non-Hispanic whites. By further taking the co-applicant ethnicity into account, it can be seen that 
the co-applicant’s ethnicity plays an important role too. Given the applicant was a non-Hispanic 
white, the log-odds of approval rates will be lower if the co-applicant was Hispanic or there is no 
co-applicant, with the first being much worse (-0.39) than the latter (-0.13). All these results 
indicate clearly that the approval rates for Hispanic applicants are lower than non-Hispanic white 
applicants, and they agree very well with the ones in Section 4.1. However, we are not able to 
reach any conclusion on whether there is discrimination solely based on these results, and a 
detailed discussion can be found in Section 4.4.  
 
(7) The coefficient for female applicants has a negative sign, indicating that the log-odds of 
approval rates of female applicants will be lower than those of male applicants. It agrees very well 
with the results in Section 4.3. 
 
(8) The sign of the applicant’s income (log-transformed) is positive. It indicates that the log-odds 
of approval rates increase with higher income. The income is a very important factor for loan 
underwriting process, higher income indicates higher capability for payment. As a result, the 
lenders are more willing to approve the loan applications. Therefore, the sign of the variable agrees 
very well with business intuitive. 
 
(9) The missing indicator of the income has a very small p-value (7.5×10-8), indicating that 
observations with missing applicant income are not fully random. Moreover, the sign of the 
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missing indicator is positive, which indicates higher log-odds of approval rates for observations 
with missing income, while keeping all other variables constant. It is not very intuitive from the 
business point of view. All these facts suggest that further investigations are necessary to 
understand the reasons for missing applicant’s income in the dataset. 
 
(10) The DTI (debt to income ratio) has a negative sign, indicating that higher DTI will decrease 
the log-odds of approval rates. DTI is another factor to reflect the borrower’s payment ability. The 
lower the loan amount and the higher the income, the smaller the DTI will be. From the lender’s 
perspective, applicants with lower DTI are clearly less risky than applicants with larger DTI. As a 
result, the lenders will be more willing to approve the applications with lower DTI than those with 
high DTI. In fact, most of the financial institutions have clear and strict underwriting guidelines 
for the required range of DTI.  
 
5.2 Model Selection Using Group LASSO 
 
From a modeler’s perspective, models with fewer predictors but similar performance are always 
preferred than complex models with lots of predictors. On one hand, complex models may have a 
higher possibility of being over-fitted, where the models are more prone to the noise in the data 
than to the true relationship underlying. On the other hand, complex models can be more unstable 
than simpler models. By appending more and more data, there is a higher probability for some 
variables to have unstable sign and estimation of the coefficients, and in worst cases deteriorating 
significance in terms of large p-values. In this study, we use the group LASSO approach for model 
selection. In group LASSO, all the levels of a categorical variable will be included or excluded at 
the same time in the model. 
 
The path plot of group LASSO is shown in Fig. 5.1. The path plot shows the evolution of the 
variable coefficients as a function of the tuning parameter λ. In this study, we tested a wide range 
of λ, from 10-4 to 10-1. It can be seen that every numeric variable and all the levels of categorical 
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variables have non-zero coefficients when λ = 10-4, as the corresponding penalty is very small in 
this range. However, the penalty becomes larger and larger as λ further increases, starting from 
λ≈10-3 the coefficient of the missing indicator for applicant’s income was shrunk to zero, followed 
by the coefficients for DTI and applicant’s gender. As of λ increases, further more coefficients are 
shrunk to zero. At this stage it can be seen that all the levels of any categorical variable will be 
shrunk to zero simultaneously, in other words, all the levels of any categorical variable will be 
excluded from the model at the same time as the penalty grows large enough. At last, as the penalty 
becomes sufficiently large (λ ≈ 0.05), the last variable whose coefficient being shrunk to zero is 
the applicant’s income; and the model reduces to the null model. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 The group LASSO's path plot for each variable 
 
The group LASSO path shows the evolution of the coefficients by increasing the penalty term. In 
order to shed more light on the variable importance to predict the approval rates, the evolution of 
the mean AUC in 10-fold cross-validation as a function of λ is shown in Fig. 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 The evolution of the mean AUC in 10-fold cross-validation as a function of the penalty, the error 
bar was the standard deviation of the 10 AUCs calculated in the cross-validation 
 
It can be seen that the full model has the largest AUC = 0.718. At λ ≈ 10-3 the missing indicator is 
excluded in the model (i.e. its coefficient was shrunk to zero). However, the corresponding change 
in the mean AUC is almost negligible, indicating that this variable contributes very little to predict 
the approval rates. The second variable excluded in the model is the DTI, again the corresponding 
change in AUC is still small. However, when the applicant’s gender is excluded from the model, 
a relative larger drop in AUC can be observed, indicating that this variable has considerable 
predictive power for the approval rates. As applicant ethnicity and co-applicant ethnicity and 
metropolitan area are excluded, the decrease in AUC becomes more and more remarkable. The 
AUC drops further as more and more variables are excluded from the model. At the end, the AUC 
drops to 0.5 after the last variable (applicant’s income) is removed from the model. The model 
reduces to the null model and the predictive power becomes no better than a random guess. Based 
on these results, the best model is still the full model in terms of the AUC. However, the model 
without (1) the missing indicator for applicant’s income and (2) DTI has similar performance and 
is simpler than the full model. 
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5.3 Best Subset Approach in Logistic Regression, LDA and GAM 
 
In order to test every possible model we also use the best subset approach. Usually, this approach 
is not feasible for very large datasets with many variables, as the number of models to fit increases 
exponentially with the number of available variables. However, in this study, there are only 11 
candidate variables, so that the best subset approach can be finished in an acceptable amount of 
time. The AUC of all the models built using logistic regression are presented in Fig. 5.3, where 
the number of variable in the model (p) and its corresponding AUC are plotted for each possible 
model.  
 
 
Figure 5.3 The mean AUC of all the models fitted in the best subset approach (the variable included in the 
models are shaded in the corresponding cells) 
 
It can be seen that the AUC varies from 0.64 to 0.72. In general, models containing more variable 
tend to have larger AUC, and for a fixed p, the largest AUC achievable increases with p. However, 
the AUC can vary significantly for the models with the same p, indicating different predictive 
powers of the variables. Using the AUC as the assessment metric, we picked the models with the 
largest AUC having one to eleven variables, respectively. The results are summarized in Table 5.3. 
It can be seen that the model with the largest AUC of 71.79% has p = 9 variables (with missing 
indicator of applicant income and DTI excluded), followed by the model with p = 10 (with missing 
indicator of applicant income excluded) and p = 8 (with applicant’s gender, missing indicator of 
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applicant income and DTI excluded). However, it can be seen that models with similar 
performance can also be built using seven or eleven variables. It should be noted that the best 
models selected is based on the AUC. If one uses another assessment metric, e.g. the BIC 
(Bayesian Information Criteria), the best model would be the full model (p = 11) with the smallest 
BIC. It can be seen that the assessment metric plays an important role in selecting the best model. 
 
Table 5.3 The models with the largest AUC having one to eleven variables 
 
 
It is found that the best models built using LDA and GAM have exactly the same set of variables 
as the ones built by logistic regression as shown in Table 5.3. For clearness and brevity, we will 
not include tables similar to Table 5.3 here. However, we will compare the AUC of the models 
built using different methods in Section 5.4. 
 
Next, we will discuss more on the non-linear correlation found in GAM models. In GAM the 
assumption of linearity in logistic regression was relaxed by incorporating non-linearity (i.e. cubic 
splines) in the models. The splines of the numeric variables (applicant income, number of 1-4 
family units and DTI, all after log-transformation) are presented in Fig. 5.4. The splines were fitted 
using back-fitting and penalized likelihoods, in R packages ‘gam’ and ‘mgcv’, respectively. The 
introduction of both methods can be found in Section 3.2.3. 
 
# var AUC BIC loanType LoanPurposeLienStatus family14unitesMetropolitanAP_Eth COAP_Eth AP_sex MI_ApplicantIncomeAP_incomeDTI
9 71.79% 60571.4
10 71.77% 60570.3
8 71.77% 60573.3
11 71.76% 60551.3
7 71.73% 60587.6
6 71.66% 60611.1
5 71.48% 60709.8
4 71.01% 60909.4
3 70.37% 61257.1
2 69.42% 61910.8
1 62.87% 64496.3
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Figure 5.4 The cubic splines fitted using back-fitting (top panel) and penalized likelihood (bottom panel) for 
the numeric variables: applicant income, number of 1-4 family units and DTI (all after log-transformation) 
 
First, it can be seen that the splines fitted using back-fitting and penalized likelihood have very 
similar shapes, indicating the robustness of the results. The splines for number of 1-4 family units 
fitted by back-fittings are slightly smoother than those fitted by penalized likelihood. Second, a 
non-linear relationship between the variables and log-odds of approval rates can be clearly 
identified. We will discuss each of in the following: 
(1) When the income is below $16k (log income < 2.8), higher income will increase the approval 
rates. However, the dependence is quite weak as reflected by the small slope. Although the income 
increases, it doesn’t represent a substantial improvement in the payment ability in this income 
range. However, in the income range of ($16k, $310k), an increase in income will significantly 
increase the chances of getting approved, which can be seen by the steep local slope in this income 
range. As the applicant’s income is higher than $310k, further increasing the income is still helpful 
to increase the approval rates but again with a much weaker effect. These results suggest some 
thresholds exist in the decision of the lenders. For relatively low income the application is likely 
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to be turned down, however, when the income is high enough the lender would not put too much 
emphasis on this item too. 
(2) The number of 1-4 family units in the area is almost linearly correlated with log-odds of 
approval rates. The splines deviate from linearity due to some data points with a very low number 
of units in the area. Nevertheless, we can regard this variable to be linearly correlated with the log-
odds of approval rates in the range where the values of this variable are concentrated. 
(3) For DTI, the splines are almost flat when DTI < 10 (i.e. loan amount is below 10 times of the 
income). It indicates that the approval rates are not very sensitively dependent on DTI in this range. 
However, when DTI exceeds 10 times income the log-odds of approval rates will decrease 
dramatically. It makes business sense that if the applicant has too much debt compared to his/her 
income, the lenders will be very cautious when evaluating the applicant’s ability to make payments 
on time. However, the DTI was calculated solely based on the loan amount of the property to be 
purchased. Due to the data limitation, we were not able to find the combined debt to income ratio, 
which is a more comprehensive quantity to evaluate the applicant’s payment ability.  
 
5.4 Random Forest and Performance Comparison 
 
Random forest is a very popular non-parametric classifier in machine learning. However, this 
method suffers from poor interpretability. We used it as a challenger model and benchmark to 
evaluate the performance of all the other methods. One of the most tuning parameters for random 
forest is the Ntree, which is the number of trees to grow during the classification. A test of the 
performance with respect to this parameter has been carried out, where the AUC as a function of 
Ntree was plotted in Fig. 5.5. It can be seen that the AUC increases significantly as Ntree grows 
from 6 to 128. However, as Ntree reaches 512 the improvement of the AUC was slowed down and 
the curve levels off, indicating that there is very little improvement of the performance. 
Meanwhile, increasing the Ntree parameter requires a remarkable increase in memory usage and 
computation time. By balancing the computing resource and the performance a maximum of Ntree 
= 512 was set.  
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Figure 5.5 The AUC as a function of the Ntree parameter in random forest 
 
The random forest method can provide some insights of whether the variables are important for 
the classification. The importance of a variable is calculated based on the drop in accuracy, i.e. 
how many cases will be misclassified when this variable is excluded from the trees. The variable 
importance calculated using Ntree = 512 is presented in Fig. 5.6. It can be seen that the loan 
purposes, loan type, DTI and income have very high importance among the candidate variables. It 
should be noted that the random forest uses a completely different algorithm than the ones used in 
Sections 5.1 to 5.3. Therefore the variable importance can be different in random forest than in 
other classification methods. For example, the applicant’s income was found to be the most 
important in logistic regression while DTI has very little impact on the classification. However, 
DTI is found to be also very important in random forest. It can be also seen that although the 
applicant’s ethnicity and applicant’s gender have relative low importance, the co-applicant’s 
ethnicity has a much larger importance and considerable impact on the accuracy of the 
classification.  
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Figure 5.6 The variable importance in the random forest using Ntree=512, the x-axis shows the number of 
cases that will be misclassified if the variable is excluded in the trees. There are about 7500 cases in each test 
fold in the 10-fold cross-validation. 
 
In the following, we compare the performance of the classifiers (logistic regression, LDA, GAM 
and random forest) used in this study. The metrics used for model assessment are the mean AUC 
in the 10-fold cross-validation. The procedure is as follows:  
Step 1: Starting with all the logistic regression models having p = 3 variables, select the model 
having the largest AUC and record the corresponding variable set as V_LR3; 
Step 2: Repeat Step 1 with the logistic regression modeling having p = 4 to 11 variables, select the 
model having largest AUC and record the corresponding variables sets as V_LR4,…, V_LR11; 
Step 3: Among models built using LDA, find the model built using the variable sets V_LR3,…, 
V_LR11 and record the corresponding AUC. The details of the variables included in V_LR3,…, 
V_LR11 can be found in Table 5.3; 
Step 4: Repeat Step 3 for the models constructed using GAM and random forests and record the 
corresponding AUC; 
Step 5: Plot the AUCs from the selected model as a function of the number of variables p. 
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Essentially, the above procedure uses the best models (with largest AUCs) with p = 3 ~ 11 variables 
as a reference, and compares the performance of models built by LDA, GAM and random forest 
having the same sets of variables. The results are shown in Fig. 5.7. Each data point corresponds 
to a model, and all the data points aligned on the same perpendicular line correspond to models 
built using the same set of variables but different methods.  
 
 
Figure 5.7 Comparison of performance among models built using logistic regression, LDA, GAM and 
random forests (with Ntree=64,128,256,512) as a function of number of variables p, all the models with the 
same p also have the same set of variables 
 
It can be noted that: 
(1) The model performs better as more variables are included in the model, as reflected by a 
remarkable increase in the AUC as p increases from 3 to 6. However, the trend levels off as p 
further increases from 7 to 11, as a result, all the best models with p = 7 to 11 have similar 
performance; 
(2) For every fixed p, the AUCs of LDA models and logistic regression are very similar. However, 
it can be seen that logistic regression models perform systematically better than LDA models. The 
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GAM models perform systematically better than the logistic regression and LDA, as reflected by 
a larger AUC. This is due to the non-linear behavior of the numeric variables that can be captured 
by GAM but not by logistic regression or LDA. 
(3) For p = 10 and 11, the best performance is observed in the random forest models with Ntree = 
512 and 256. The performance of random forest models deteriorates significantly when p drops to 
9, because one of the most important variables, DTI, was excluded in the variable set. 
(4) The performance of random forest models with the same set of variables depends strongly on 
the parameter Ntree. It can be seen that the performance deteriorates as Ntree decreases from 512 
to 64.  
 
In the previous comparison, all the models with the same number of variables share the same set 
of variables. Next, we relaxed this constraint by the following procedure: 
Step 1: For models constructed using logistic regression, select the ones with the largest AUC with 
5, …, 11 variables, respectively; 
Step 2: Repeat Step 1 for the models constructed by LDA, GAM and random forest, respectively. 
 
Essentially, the above procedure identifies the best models that can be built using 3 to 11 variables 
by logistic regression, LDA, GAM and random forest, but it will not require the models with the 
same number of variables to have the same set of variables. In this way, we compare the best 
models that can be built using the logistic regression, LDA, GAM and random forest. The list of 
variables found in the best models built by various methods is summarized in Table 5.4. We 
stopped to compare the best models with p = 4 because the random forest performs very poorly 
with p < 5. It can be seen from Table 5.4 that: 
(1) For p = 5 to 10, all the best models built by logistic regression, LDA and GAM have the same 
set of variables. However, in most cases, the variables in the best models built by random forest 
will have a different set of variables. 
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(2) For p = 10, all the best models built by the four methods share the same variables, where only 
the missing indicator for applicant’s income is excluded. 
(3) For p = 9 to 5, the best models built by random forest use a different set of variables than 
logistic regression, LDA or GAM. For example, the co-applicant’s ethnicity is not included in the 
best model built by random forest but was included in the models built by logistic regression, LDA 
and GAM. 
(4) For logistic regression, LDA and GAM the evolution of the variable sets shows a stepwise 
behavior. For example, after the missing indicator of applicant’s income was removed in the best 
model with p = 10, it will not reappear in the best models with p = 9, 8, …, 5. This is the same for 
the applicant’s income dropped in best models with p = 9 and so on. However, the evolution of the 
variable set in the best models built by random forest doesn’t show this behavior. For example, the 
co-applicant’s ethnicity dropped in the best model with p = 9 was recycled in the best model with 
p = 8.  
 
Table 5.4 The list of variables found in the best models constructed by logistic regression, LDA, GAM and 
random forest (RF, all with Ntree=512), with the number of variables p from 5 to 10, the variables included 
are highlighted in green. 
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The AUCs as a function of the number of variables in the best models constructed using four 
different methods are plotted in Fig. 5.8. It can be seen that: 
(1) The model performance is improved as more and more variables are allowed during 
construction. This behavior is the same for all the four methods used. The improvement is more 
pronounced as p increases from 4 to 6. Further increasing p from 7 to 11 will result in only 
moderate improvements.  
(2) Among logistic regression, LDA and GAM, GAM performs systematically better than the other 
two methods for all given p from 4 to 11. Remember that all the best models constructed using 
these three methods with the same p also share the same sets of variables. This is actually the same 
as (2) observed and discussed in the previous comparison. 
(3) For p = 9 ~ 11, the best models built by random forest performs better than the best models 
built by logistic regression, LDA and GAM. This behavior is more remarkable among the best 
models with p  ~ 10-11. For p = 9 the best model built by random forest has only a slightly larger 
AUC than the one built by GAM. When p reaches 8, the best model built by random forest has 
almost the same AUC as the best one built by GAM. As p further decreases, the performance of 
random forest models will deteriorate, as reflected by a smaller AUC in the model with p = 7 and 
much smaller AUCs in models with p = 5 and 6. It indicates that the random forest requires enough 
number of variables to ensure its performance, and in this study, the random forest method requires 
at least 8 variables to have similar performance as logistic regression, LDA or GAM.  
(4) The performance of the random forest depends strongly on the Ntree parameter. The 
performance deteriorates significantly as Ntree decreases from 512 to 64. The random forest will 
need Ntree ≥ 256 to outperform the other three methods for p = 9 ~ 11. At p = 8, it requires Ntree 
= 512 in order to outperform the other three methods. 
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of performance among models built using logistic regression, LDA, GAM and 
random forests (with Ntree=64,128,256,512) as a function of number of variables p, all the models built using 
logistic regression, LDA and GAM have the same set of variables, whereas most of the models built using 
random forest have a different set of variables.  
 
We further investigate the impact of the sensitive variable (applicant’s ethnicity, co-applicant’s 
ethnicity and applicant’s gender) and geographical information (metropolitan area) on the model 
performances. In order to have a fair comparison, we required the models to have the same number 
of variables p. The detailed procedure is given as follows: 
(1) To reveal the impact of geographical information on classification, we constructed models with 
p = 10 variables by excluding the variable ‘metropolitan area’ and selected the best ones (with the 
largest AUCs) for each method. The reference was the best models with p = 10 variables and it 
was found that all these models have the variable ‘metropolitan area’.  
(2) To reveal the impact of sensitive variables on classification, we constructed models with p = 8 
variables by excluding the applicant’s ethnicity, co-applicant’s ethnicity and applicant’s gender 
and then picked the best ones (with the largest AUCs) for each method. The reference was the best 
models with p = 8 models but with the sensitive variables allowed during the construction phase. 
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The results are presented in Fig. 5.9. It can be seen that: 
(1) The best models with geographical information (p = 10) outperform the best models without 
geographical information significantly. For the best models without using the variable 
‘metropolitan area’, the best performance (model constructed by GAM) can only reach the lowest 
AUC in the model constructed with this variable by LDA. Moreover, without the variable 
‘metropolitan area’ the random forest can’t even outperform the GAM. However, it can be seen 
that the random forest can outperform the GAM considerably when this variable is included.  
(2) The best models with sensitive variables allowed during construction outperform the best ones 
with those variables disallowed too. However, the difference is not as remarkable as observed in 
(1) when the geographical information was excluded. Moreover, the random forest performs the 
worst when the sensitive variables were disallowed during construction among all the four 
methods. However, when these sensitive variables were allowed in model construction, the random 
forest can reach a similar AUC as the GAM.  
(3) The best models constructed without using the variable ‘metropolitan area’ and the sensitive 
variables have similar performances in terms of AUC. 
Based on the above results, it can be seen that both geographical information and sensitive 
variables play important roles in the classification of all the four methods. The geographical 
information has more impact than the sensitive variables. Meanwhile, these variables impact the 
performance of random forest remarkably; the performance of random forest will deteriorate 
notably as they are disallowed in the random forest method. 
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of the model performance with and without the sensitive variables and geographical 
information. We compared the best models without the variable ‘metropolitan area’ (p=10) to best models 
with p=10 but without such constraint. We also compared the best models without the variables ‘applicant’s 
ethnicity’, ‘co-applicant’s ethnicity’ and ‘applicant’s gender’ (p=8) to the best models with p=8 but without 
such constraint. 
 
5.5 Summary of Model Comparison 
Using the AUC in 10-fold cross-validation as the metric for model assessment, it is found that: 
(1) The model performance improves as more variables are allowed during model construction. 
However, the improvement slows down as the number of variables reaches p = 6 or 7, further 
increasing p will not dramatically improve the model performance; 
(2) Among logistic regression, LDA and GAM, the GAM method performs systematically better 
than the other two methods, because GAM can incorporate the non-linear behavior of the numeric 
variables in the model; 
(3) For p = 9 ~ 11 the random forest will outperform the other three methods. At p = 8 the random 
forest will result in a similar AUC as the other three methods. Further decreasing the number of 
variables will deteriorate the performance of random forest remarkably; 
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(4) The performance of random forest depends strongly on the Ntree parameter, which is the total 
number of trees to grow during model construction. The random forest requires Ntree ≥ 256 (in 
some cases 512) to outperform the other three methods; 
(5) The variable ‘metropolitan area’ (geographical information) and the sensitive variables 
(applicant’s ethnicity, co-applicant’s ethnicity and applicant’s gender) have a considerable impact 
on the classification. The impact of geographical information is much stronger than that of the 
sensitive variables. 
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Chapter 6 Modeling the Approval/Denial Rates Using Race and Gender 
 
Following the OCC’s guideline, we will build one set of models with {ethnicity, gender} and the 
other set of models with {race, gender}, rather than mixing the ethnicity and race together in the 
same models. In Chapter 5 the models constructed using {ethnicity, gender} have been discussed. 
In this chapter the approval/denial rates were modeled using {race, gender}. In general, the results 
of the models constructed in this chapter using {race, gender} are similar to those discussed in 
Chapter 5. The differences between the models built using {race, gender} and {ethnicity, gender} 
will be discussed in this chapter. 
 
The models were constructed using four classifiers: logistic regression, LDA, GAM and random 
forests (see Section 3.2 for the introduction of these methods). The candidate variables were listed 
in Section 2.3. The mean AUC in 10-fold cross-validation was used as the metric to evaluate the 
model performances (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 for details). This chapter is organized as follows: 
(1) In Section 6.1, a logistic regression model is fitted using all the candidate variables (the full 
model). We focus not only on the statistical significance (p-values) of the variables, but also on 
the interpretability of the variables to ensure they are meaningful from the business perspective. 
(2) In Section 6.2, group LASSO is used in logistic regressions for variables selection. The LASSO 
path plot was employed to reveal the importance of the candidate variables in explaining the 
approval rates. 
(3) In Section 6.3, the best subset approach is used to select variables in logistic regression, LDA 
and GAM.  
(4) In Section 6.4, Random Forest is used to challenge the parametric methods, and then the model 
performance was compared.  
(5) Finally, the results are summarized in Section 6.5. 
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6.1 Logistic Regression of the Full Model  
 
The full model was fit by logistic regression using all the 11 available variables and all the 
observations in the dataset. The purpose was to give an overview on how the variables help explain 
the approval rates. The fitting was summarized in Table 6.1. The baseline settings of the categorical 
variables are presented in Table 6.2. 
 
Table 6.1 The coefficient estimation, standard error and p-value of the variables in the full model fitted using 
logistic regression 
Variable Estimation std err z-value p-value 
(Intercept) -0.0960 0.0977 -0.982 0.326097 
Loan source = applied to FHA -0.6615 0.0334 -19.837 <2.00E-16 
Loan source = applied to VA -0.5445 0.0454 -11.989 <2.00E-16 
Loan source = applied to FSA -0.5555 0.0572 -9.718 <2.00E-16 
Loan Purpose = home improvement -1.0770 0.0471 -22.854 <2.00E-16 
Loan Purpose = refinancing -1.1870 0.0242 -49.036 <2.00E-16 
Lien Status = secured by 2nd lien 0.4323 0.0521 8.302 <2.00E-16 
Lien Status = not secured by a lien -0.6396 0.0702 -9.106 <2.00E-16 
number of 1-4 family units locally 0.0001 0.0000 5.292 1.21E-07 
Metropolitan = Cedar Rapids-Iowa City 0.3707 0.0317 11.691 <2.00E-16 
Metropolitan = Davenport-Moline 0.2032 0.0433 4.693 2.69E-06 
Metropolitan = Des Moines-west Des 
Moines 
0.1157 0.0285 4.053 5.06E-05 
Metropolitan = Omaha-Council Bluffs -0.0969 0.0475 -2.037 0.04161 
Metropolitan = Sioux City-Vermillion 0.0609 0.0526 1.158 0.246698 
Metropolitan = Waterloo-Cedar Falls 0.5079 0.0478 10.63 <2.00E-16 
Applicant race = American Indian -0.4318 0.1487 -2.905 0.003673 
Applicant race = Asian -0.3616 0.0860 -4.205 2.61E-05 
Applicant race = Black -0.6670 0.0755 -8.835 <2.00E-16 
Applicant race = Pacific Islander -0.5743 0.2268 -2.532 0.011339 
Applicant gender = female -0.0915 0.0231 -3.954 7.68E-05 
Co-applicant race = American Indian -0.2210 0.2665 -0.829 0.406937 
Co-applicant race = Asian -0.1135 0.1308 -0.867 0.385824 
Co-applicant race = Black -0.3667 0.1509 -2.43 0.015108 
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Co-applicant race = Pacific Islander -0.2669 0.3179 -0.84 0.401048 
Co-applicant race = No Coapplicant -0.1397 0.0239 -5.849 4.95E-09 
Missing indicator: income 0.2889 0.0531 5.443 5.23E-08 
Applicant's income 0.5854 0.0212 27.578 <2.00E-16 
DTI (debt to income ratio) -0.0599 0.0177 -3.379 0.000729 
 
Table 6.2 Baseline settings of the categorical variables 
Loan source = applied to conventional financial institutions 
Loan purpose = home purchase 
Lien status = secured by 1st lien 
Metropolitan = no metropolitan area 
Applicant race = non-Hispanic white 
Co-applicant race = non-Hispanic white 
Applicant gender = male 
 
It can be seen that most of the variables are statistically significant, as reflected by p-values below 
0.05. One level of the categorical variable ‘metropolitan’ (Sioux City-Vermillion) has a large p-
value of 0.25. However, the rest of the levels are all significant. Hence we will keep the variable 
‘metropolitan’ in the model at this stage and address this issue later using the group LASSO 
method. The intercept has a p-value of 0.33; nevertheless, it often doesn’t hurt to include a non-
significant intercept in the model. 
 
In the following we focus on the interpretability of the model coefficients: 
(1) The coefficients for the loans applied to FHA, VA and FSA are all negative. It indicates that 
the log-odds of the approval rates will be lower for loans applied to these organizations compared 
to those applied to banks or credit unions when keeping all other variables constant. The signs of 
the coefficients agree very well with the results in Chapter 4. While FHA, VA and FSA have lower 
requirements for the applicants (e.g. lower credit scores etc.), fewer people qualify those programs. 
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For example, VA and FSA are open mostly to veterans and farmers, respectively. Meanwhile, 
these organizations may have higher lending standards for other items. 
 
(2) The coefficients for the loans applied for home improvement and refinancing are all negative. 
It indicates lower log-odds of approval rates for loans applied for these purposes compared to those 
applied for home purchase, holding all other variables constant. Since the majority of applicants 
in the market are still home buyers, the lender may have relative tighter requirements on home 
improvement or refinancing, resulting in lower approval rates for home improvement and 
refinancing. 
 
(3) The sign of the loans secured by a further 2nd lien was positive, while the sign of the loans not 
secured by any lien was negative. It indicates that the log-odds of the approval rates will be higher 
for loans further secured by a second lien than loans secured only by a first lien, whereas the log-
odds of the approval rates will be lower for loans not secured by any lien than loans secured by a 
first lien, when holding all other variables constant. It is in good agreement with the business 
intuitive. When a loan is secured by more liens, the default risk will be much lower than loans not 
secured by any lien. Therefore the lenders are more willing to approve the applications. 
 
(4) The sign for the number of 1-4 family units (log-transformed) in the area is positive. It indicates 
that the log-odds of approval rates will be higher if there are more 1-4 family units in that area. 
Given a broader market in the area, financial institutions or other lenders are more willing to 
approve loan applications based on a flourish market.  
 
(5) Different metropolitans seem to respond differently when compared to non-metropolitan areas. 
It can be seen that the signs for Cedar rapids-Iowa city, Davenport-Moline, Des Moines-West Des 
Moines and Waterloo-Cedar Falls are positive. However, the metropolitan area Omaha-Council 
Bluffs has a negative sign. No discussion will be made for the metropolitan area Sioux City-
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Vermillion due to the large p-value. These results indicate that the log-odds of approval rates will 
be higher in Cedar rapids-Iowa city, Davenport-Moline, Des Moines-West Des Moines and 
Waterloo-Cedar Falls than in non-metropolitan areas, while the log-odds of approval rates will be 
lower in metropolitan area Omaha-Council Bluffs than in non-metropolitan areas, while holding 
all other variables constant. In general, the economy and the housing market in metropolitan areas 
will be better and bigger than the non-metropolitan areas. Therefore, the lender will focus more on 
these areas to attract their potential customers; as a result, they will originate more loans in these 
areas. It is interesting to see that the metropolitan area Omaha-Council Bluffs has lower approval 
rates. It may be caused by some other factors such as a declined economy or a decrease in the 
property value in this area, which is worthy of further investigations.(6) The coefficients for all 
the other minor races (American Indian, Asian, Black and Pacific Islander) are negative, which 
agrees with the hypothesis testing results in Chapter 4 very well. It indicates lower log-odds of 
approval rates for these applicants than for non-Hispanic whites. The decrease in approval rates is 
the highest for Black, followed by Pacific Islander, American Indian and Asian, keeping all other 
variables constant. By further taking the co-applicant race into account, it can be seen that the co-
applicant’s race plays an important role too. Given the applicant was a non-Hispanic white, the 
log-odds of approval rates will be lower if the co-applicant is from a minor race or there is no co-
applicant. All these results indicate clearly that the approval rates for minor race applicants are 
lower than non-Hispanic white applicants, and they agree very well with the ones shown in Section 
4.1. However, we were not able to reach any conclusion on whether there is discrimination solely 
based on these results, a detailed discussion can be found in Section 4.4.  
(7) The coefficient for female applicants has a negative sign, indicating that the log-odds of 
approval rates of female applicants will be lower than those of male applicants. It agrees very well 
with the results in Section 4.3. 
(8) The sign of the applicant’s income (log-transformed) is positive. It indicates that the log-odds 
of approval rates increase with higher income. The income is a very important factor for loan 
underwriting process, higher income indicates higher capability for payment. As a result the 
lenders are more willingly to approve the loan applications. Therefore the sign of the variable 
agrees very well with business intuitive. 
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(9) The missing indicator of the income has a very small p-value (5.2×10-8), indicating that 
observations with missing applicant income are not fully random. Moreover, the sign of the 
missing indicator is positive, which indicates higher log-odds of approval rates for observations 
with missing income, while keeping all other variables constant. It is not very intuitive from the 
business point of view. All these facts suggest that further investigations are necessary to 
understand the reasons for missing applicant’s income in the dataset. 
 
(10) The DTI (debt to income ratio) has a negative sign, indicating that higher DTI will decrease 
the log-odds of approval rates. DTI is another factor to reflect the borrower’s payment ability. The 
lower the loan amount and the higher the income, the smaller the DTI will be. From the lender’s 
perspective, applicants with lower DTI are clearly less risky than applicants with larger DTI. As a 
result the lenders will be more willingly to approve the applications with lower DTI than those 
with high DTI. In fact most of the financial institutions have clear and strict underwriting 
guidelines for the required range of DTI.  
 
6.2 Model Selection Using Group LASSO 
 
From a modeler’s perspective, models with fewer predictors but similar performance are always 
preferred than complex models with lots of predictors. On one hand, complex models may have 
higher possibility of being over-fitted, where the models are more prone to the noise in the data 
than to the true relationship underlying. On the other hand, complex models can be more unstable 
than simpler models. By appending more and more data, there is higher probability for some 
variables to have unstable sign and estimation of the coefficients, and in worst cases deteriorating 
significance in terms of large p-values. In this study, we use the group LASSO approach for model 
selection. In group LASSO, all the levels of a categorical variable will be included or excluded at 
the same time in the model. 
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The path plot of group LASSO is shown in Fig. 6.1. The path plot shows the evolution of the 
variable coefficients as a function of the tuning parameter λ. In this study, we test a wide range of 
λ, from 10-4 to 10-1. It can be seen that every numeric variable and all the levels of categorical 
variables have non-zero coefficients when λ = 10-4, because the corresponding penalty is very small 
in this range. However, the penalty becomes larger and larger as λ further increases, starting from 
λ ≈ 10-3 the coefficients of the applicant’s race were shrunk to zero, followed by the coefficients 
for the missing indicator for applicant’s income and DTI. Compared to models built using 
{ethnicity, gender}, the applicant’s ethnicity was removed from the model at a much bigger λ. It 
indicates that the variable applicant’s ethnicity is more powerful for classification than applicant’s 
race. As of λ increases further, more coefficients are shrunk to zero. At this stage it can be seen 
that all the levels of any categorical variable will be shrunk to zero simultaneously, in other words, 
all the levels of any categorical variable will be excluded from the model at the same time as the 
penalty grows large enough. At last, as the penalty becomes sufficiently large (λ ≈ 0.05), the last 
variable whose coefficient being shrunk to zero is the applicant’s income; and the model reduces 
to the null model. 
 
 
Figure 6.1 The group LASSO's path plot for each variable 
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The group LASSO path shows the evolution of the coefficients by increasing the penalty term. In 
order to shed more light on the variable importance to predict the approval rates, the evolution of 
the mean AUC in 10-fold cross-validation as a function of λ is shown in Fig. 6.2 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2 The evolution of the mean AUC in 10-fold cross-validation as a function of the penalty, the error 
bar was the standard deviation of the 10 AUCs calculated in the cross-validation 
 
It can be seen that the full model has the largest AUC = 0.719. At λ ≈ 10-3 the applicant’s race is 
excluded in the model (i.e. its coefficient was shrunk to zero). However, the corresponding change 
in the mean AUC is almost negligible, indicating that this variable contribute very little to predict 
the approval rates. The second variable excluded in the model is the missing indicator for 
applicant’s income; again the corresponding change in AUC is still small. However, when DTI is 
excluded from the model, a relative larger drop in AUC can be observed, indicating that this 
variable has considerable predictive power for the approval rates. As Co-applicant’s race and 
applicant’s gender and metropolitan area are excluded, the decrease in AUC becomes more and 
more remarkable. The AUC drops further as more and more variables are excluded from the model. 
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At the end, the AUC drops to 0.5 after the last variable (applicant’s income) is removed from the 
model. The model reduces to the null model and the predictive power becomes no better than a 
random guess. Based on these results, the best model is still the full model in terms of the AUC. 
However, the model without (1) the missing indicator for applicant’s income and (2) applicant’s 
race has similar performance and is simpler than the full model. 
 
6.3 Best Subset Approach in Logistic Regression, LDA and GAM 
 
In order to test every possible model, we also use the best subset approach. Usually this approach 
is not feasible for very large datasets with many variables, as the number of models to fit increases 
exponentially with the number of available variables. However, in this study, there are only 11 
candidate variables, so that the best subset approach can be finished in an acceptable amount of 
time. The AUC of all the models built using logistic regression are presented in Fig. 5.3, where 
the number of variable in the model (p) and its corresponding AUC are plotted for each possible 
model.  
 
 
Figure 6.3 The mean AUC of all the models fitted in the best subset approach 
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It can be seen that the AUC varies from 0.64 to 0.72. In general models containing more variable 
tend to have larger AUC, and for a fixed p, the largest AUC achievable increases with p. However, 
the AUC can vary significantly for the models with the same p, indicating different predictive 
power of the variables. Using the AUC as the assessment metric, we picked the models with the 
largest AUC having one to eleven variables, respectively. The results are summarized in Table 5.3. 
It can be seen that the model with the largest AUC of 71.89% has p = 9 variables (with missing 
indicator of applicant income and DTI excluded), followed by the model with p = 10 (with missing 
indicator of applicant income excluded) and p = 8 (with applicant’s gender, missing indicator of 
applicant income and DTI excluded). However, it can be seen that models with similar 
performance can also be built using seven or eleven variables. It should be noted that the best 
models selected is based on the AUC. If one uses another assessment metric, e.g. the BIC 
(Bayesian Information Criteria), the best model would be the full model (p = 11) with the smallest 
BIC. It can be seen that the assessment metric plays an important role in selecting the best model. 
 
Table 6.3 The models with the largest AUC having one to eleven variables (the variable included in the 
models are shaded in the corresponding cells) 
 
 
It is found that the best models built using LDA and GAM have exactly the same set of variables 
as the ones built by logistic regression as shown in Table 5.3. For clearness and brevity we will 
not include tables similar to Table 5.3 here. However, we will compare the AUC of the models 
built using different methods in Section 5.4. 
 
# var AUC BIC loanType LoanPurposeLi nStatusfamily14unitesM tropolitanAP_Race COAP_RaceAP_sex MI_ApplicantIncomeAP_incomeDTI
9 71.89% 60689.7
10 71.88% 60688.5
8 71.86% 60692.8
11 71.76% 60668.8
7 71.82% 60706.6
6 71.76% 60696.1
5 71.56% 60791.7
4 71.15% 60960.3
3 70.48% 61320.7
2 69.51% 61995.3
1 62.73% 64674.0
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6.4 Random Forest and Performance Comparison 
 
Random forest is a very popular non-parametric classifier in machine learning. However, this 
method suffers from poor interpretability. We tested the performance of random forest with 
various Ntree values, the results are very similar to the ones shown in Fig. 5.5. 
 
The random forest method can provide some insights of whether the variables are important for 
the classification. The importance of a variable is calculated based on the drop in accuracy, i.e. 
how many cases will be misclassified when this variable is excluded from the trees. The variable 
importance calculated using Ntree = 512 is presented in Fig. 6.4. It can be seen that the loan 
purposes, loan type, DTI and income have very high importance among the candidate variables. It 
should be noted that the random forest uses a completely different algorithm than the ones used in 
Sections 5.1 to 5.3. Therefore the variable importance can be different in random forest than in 
other classification methods. For example, the applicant’s income was found to be the most 
important in logistic regression while DTI was of very little impact to the classification. However, 
DTI was found to be also very important in random forest. It can be also seen that although the 
applicant’s race and applicant’s gender have relative low importance, the co-applicant’s race has 
a much larger importance and considerable impact on the accuracy of the classification.  
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Figure 6.4 The variable importance in the random forest using Ntree=512, the x-axis shows the number of 
cases that will be misclassified if the variable is excluded in the trees. There are about 7500 cases in each test 
fold in the 10-fold cross-validation. 
 
In the following we will compare the performance of the classifiers (logistic regression, LDA, 
GAM and random forest) used in this study. The metrics used for model assessment is the mean 
AUC in the 10-fold cross-validation. The procedure is as follows:  
Step 1: Starting with all the logistic regression models having p = 3 variables, select the model 
having the largest AUC and recorded the corresponding variable set as V_LR3; 
Step 2: Repeat Step 1 with the logistic regression modeling having p = 4 to 11 variables, select the 
model having largest AUC and record the corresponding variables sets as V_LR4,…, V_LR11; 
Step 3: Among models built using LDA, find the model built using the variable sets V_LR3,…, 
V_LR11 and record the corresponding AUC. The details of the variables included in V_LR3,…, 
V_LR11 can be found in Table 6.3; 
Step 4: Repeat Step 3 for the models constructed using GAM and random forests and record the 
corresponding AUC; 
Step 5: Plot the AUCs from the selected model as a function of number of variables p. 
 
Essentially, the above procedure uses the best models (with largest AUCs) with p = 3 ~ 11 variables 
as reference, and compares the performance of models built by LDA, GAM and random forest 
having the same sets of variables. The results are shown in Fig. 6.5. Each data point corresponds 
to a model, and all the data points aligned on the same perpendicular line correspond to models 
built using the same set of variables but different methods.  
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Figure 6.5 Comparison of performance among models built using logistic regression, LDA, GAM and 
random forests (with Ntree=64,128,256,512) as a function of number of variables p, all the models with the 
same p also have the same set of variables 
 
It can be noted that: 
(1) The model performs better as more variables are included in the model, as reflected by a 
remarkable increase in the AUC as p increases from 3 to 6. However, the trend levels off as p 
further increases from 7 to 11, as a result all the best models with p = 7 to 11 have similar 
performance; 
(2) For every fixed p, the AUCs of LDA models and logistic regression are very similar. However, 
it can be seen that logistic regression models perform systematically better than LDA models. The 
GAM models perform systematically better than the logistic regression and LDA, as reflected by 
a larger AUC. This is due to the non-linear behavior of the numeric variables that can be captured 
by GAM but not by logistic regression or LDA. 
(3) For p = 10 and 11, the best performance is observed in the random forest models with 
Ntree=512 and 256. The performance of random forest models deteriorates significantly when p 
drops to 9, because one of the most important variables, DTI, was excluded in the variable set. 
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(4) The performance of random forest models with the same set of variable depends strongly on 
the parameter Ntree. It can be seen that the performance deteriorates as Ntree decreases from 512 
to 64.  
 
In the previous comparison, all the models with the same number of variables share the same set 
of variables. Next, we relaxed this constraint by the following procedure: 
Step 1: For models constructed using logistic regression, select the ones with the largest AUC with 
5, …, 11 variables, respectively; 
Step 1: Repeat Step 1 for the models constructed by LDA, GAM and random forest, respectively. 
 
Essentially, the above procedure identifies the best models that can be built using 3 to 11 variables 
by logistic regression, LDA, GAM and random forest, but it will not require the models with the 
same number of variables to have the same set of variables. In this way, we compare the best 
models that can be built using the logistic regression, LDA, GAM and random forest. The list of 
variables found in the best models built by various methods was summarized in Table 6.4. We 
stopped to compare the best models with p = 4 because the random forest performs very poorly 
with p < 5. It can be seen from Table 6.4 that: 
(1) For p = 5 to 10, all the best models built by logistic regression, LDA and GAM have the same 
set of variables. However, in most cases, the variables in the best models built by random forest 
will have a different set of variables. 
(2) For p = 10, all the best models built by the four methods share the same variables, where only 
the missing indicator for applicant’s income is excluded. 
(3) For p = 9 to 5, the best models built by random forest use a different set of variables than 
logistic regression, LDA or GAM. For example, the co-applicant’s race is not included in the best 
model built by random forest but was included in the models built by logistic regression, LDA and 
GAM. 
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(4) For logistic regression, LDA, GAM and random forest, the evolution of the variable sets shows 
a stepwise behavior. For example, after the missing indicator of applicant’s income was removed 
in the best model with p=10, it will not reappear in the best models with p = 9, 8, …, 5. This is the 
same for DTI dropped in best models with p = 9 and so on. However, the evolution of the variable 
set follows a different route but still shows the stepwise behavior. 
 
Table 6.4 The list of variables found in the best models constructed by logistic regression, LDA, GAM and 
random forest (RF, all with Ntree=512), with the number of variables p from 5 to 10, the variables included 
are highlighted in green. 
 
 
The AUCs as a function of the number of variables in the best models constructed using four 
different methods are plotted in Fig. 6.6. It can be seen that: 
(1) The model performance is improved as more and more variables are allowed during 
construction. This behavior is the same for all the four methods used. The improvement is more 
pronounced as p increases from 4 to 6. Further increasing p from 7 to 11 will result in only 
moderate improvements.  
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(2) Among logistic regression, LDA and GAM, GAM performs systematically better than the other 
two methods for all given p from 4 to 11. Remember that all the best models constructed using 
these three methods with the same p also share the same sets of variables. This is actually the same 
as (2) observed and discussed in the previous comparison. 
(3) For p = 9 ~ 11, the best models built by random forest performs better than the best models 
built by logistic regression, LDA and GAM. This behavior is more remarkable among the best 
models with p = 10 ~ 11. When p reaches 8, the best model built by random forest has a slightly 
lower AUC than GAM. As p further decreases the performance of random forest models will 
deteriorate, as reflected by a smaller AUC in the model with p = 7 and much smaller AUCs in 
models with p = 5 and 6. It indicates that the random forest requires enough number of variables 
to ensure its performance, and in this study the random forest method requires at least 8 variables 
to have similar performance as logistic regression, LDA or GAM.  
(4) The performance of the random forest depends strongly on the Ntree parameter. The 
performance deteriorates significantly as Ntree decreases from 512 to 64. The random forest will 
need Ntree ≥ 256 to outperform the other three methods for p = 9 ~ 11. At p = 8, even with Ntree 
= 512 the random forest cannot beat the performance of GAM. 
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Figure 6.6 Comparison of performance among models built using logistic regression, LDA, GAM and 
random forests (with Ntree = 64,128,256,512) as a function of number of variables p, all the models built using 
logistic regression, LDA and GAM have the same set of variables, whereas most of the models built using 
random forest have a different set of variables.  
 
We further investigated the impact of the sensitive variable (applicant’s race, co-applicant’s race 
and applicant’s gender) and geographical information (metropolitan area) on the model 
performances. In order to have a fair comparison, we required the models to have the same number 
of variables p. The detailed procedure is given as follows: 
(1) To reveal the impact of geographical information on classification, we constructed models with 
p = 10 variables by excluding the variable ‘metropolitan area’ and selected the best ones (with the 
largest AUCs) for each method. The reference was the best models with p = 10 variables and it 
was found that all these models have the variable ‘metropolitan area’.  
(2) To reveal the impact of sensitive variables on classification, we constructed models with p = 8 
variables by excluding the applicant’s race, co-applicant’s race and applicant’s gender and then 
picked the best ones (with the largest AUCs) for each method. The reference was the best models 
with p = 8 models but with the sensitive variables allowed during the construction phase. 
 
The results are presented in Fig. 6.7. It can be seen that: 
(1) The best models with geographical information (p = 10) outperform the best models without 
geographical information significantly. For the best models without using the variable 
‘metropolitan area’, the best performance (model constructed by GAM) can only reach the lowest 
AUC in the model constructed with this variable by LDA. Moreover, without the variable 
‘metropolitan area’ the random forest can’t even outperform the GAM. However, it can be seen 
that the random forest can outperform the GAM considerably when this variable is included.  
(2) The best models with sensitive variables allowed during construction outperform the best ones 
with those variables disallowed too. However, the difference is not as remarkable as observed in 
(1) when the geographical information was excluded. Moreover, the random forest performs worse 
than GAM when the sensitive variables were disallowed during the construction. However, when 
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these sensitive variables were allowed in model construction, the random forest can reach a similar 
AUC as the GAM.  
(3) The best models constructed without using the variable ‘metropolitan area’ and the sensitive 
variables have similar performances in terms of AUC. 
Based on the above results, it can be seen that both geographical information and sensitive 
variables play important roles in the classification of all the four methods. The geographical 
information has more impact than the sensitive variables. Meanwhile, these variables impact the 
performance of random forest remarkably; the performance of random forest will deteriorate 
notably as they are disallowed in the random forest method. 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Comparison of the model performance with and without the sensitive variables and geographical 
information. We compared the best models without the variable ‘metropolitan area’ (p=10) to best models 
with p=10 but without such constraint. We also compared the best models without the variables ‘applicant’s 
race’, ‘co-applicant’s race’ and ‘applicant’s gender’ (p=8) to the best models with p=8 but without such 
constraint. 
 
6.5 Summary of Model Comparison 
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Using the AUC in 10-fold cross-validation as the metric for model assessment, it is found that: 
(1) The model performance improves as more variables are allowed during model construction. 
However, the improvement slows down as the number of variable reaches p = 6 or 7, further 
increasing p will not dramatically improve the model performance; 
(2) Among logistic regression, LDA and GAM, the GAM method performs systematically better 
than the other two methods, because GAM can incorporate the non-linear behavior of the numeric 
variables in the model; 
(3) For p = 9 ~ 11 the random forest will outperform the other three methods. At p = 8 the random 
forest will result in a similar AUC as the other three methods. Further decreasing the number of 
variables will deteriorate the performance of random forest remarkably; 
(4) The performance of random forest depends strongly on the Ntree parameter, which is the total 
number of trees to grow during model construction. The random forest requires Ntree ≥ 256 (in 
some cases 512) to outperform the other three methods; 
(5) The variable ‘metropolitan area’ (geographical information) and the sensitive variables 
(applicant’s race, co-applicant’s race and applicant’s gender) have a considerable impact on the 
classification. The impact of geographical information is much stronger than that of the sensitive 
variables. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 
 
In this study, we used the loan application data collected in Iowa in 2014 by the Home Loan 
Disclosure Act to analyze and model the approval rates. The approval rates of Hispanic applicants 
or applicants from minor race are compared to those of non-Hispanic white applicants using 
hypothesis testing. Several classification methods (including logistic regression, LDA, GAM and 
random forest) were used to model the approval rates. The AUC in 10-fold cross-validation was 
used to assess the model performance.  
 
The hypothesis testing shows that: 
(1) For loans applied to conventional institutions, the denial rates of Hispanic applicants is 
statistically higher than non-Hispanic whites, and the denial rates of Asian and Black are 
statistically higher than non-Hispanic whites for either home purchase, improvement or 
refinance.  
(2) For some loans from FHA and all loans from FSA and VA, no such effect. 
 
By modeling the approval rates using logistic regression, LDA, GAM and random forest and 
comparing the model performances, it was found that: 
(1) The sensitive variables {ethnicity, race, gender} are statistically significant in the logistic 
regression models. The importance of co-applicant’s ethnicity and co-applicant’s race are also high 
in random forest; 
(2) The model performance improves as more variables are allowed during model construction. 
However, the improvement slows down as the number of variables reaches p = 6 or 7, further 
increasing p will not dramatically improve the model performance; Among the models built using 
the same set of variables by logistic regression, LDA and GAM, GAM performs systematically 
better than logistic regression and LDA, and logistic regression performs systematically better than 
LDA; 
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(3) Random forest performs the best among all the methods when p ≥ 9, but worse than others 
when p < 8. Meanwhile, the performance of random forest depends strongly on the Ntree 
parameter, which is the total number of trees to grow during model construction. The random 
forest requires at least Ntree ≥ 256 (in some cases 512) to outperform the other three methods; 
(4) Geographical information impacts the classification considerably, and the impact of 
ethnicity/race/gender on classification was less strong than geographical information. 
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Appendix  
Appendix A: R code for hypothesis testing 
 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
setwd("C:/Projects/CC/") 
Iowa2014=read.csv("IA2014R.csv")  
 
N=nrow(Iowa2014)     # number of observations, 89209  
## combine the levels of "ApplicantEthnicity"  
### 1=Hispanic, 2=Non-Hispanic, 3=Unknown 
Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity %in% 
c(3,4),3,Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity) 
 
## combine the levels of "ApplicantEthnicity" and "CoapplicantEthnicity" 
### 1=Hispanic, 2=Non-Hispanic, 3=Unknown, 4=No co-applicant 
Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity %in% 
c(3,4),3,Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity) 
Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==5,4,Iowa2
014$CoApplicantEthnicity) 
 
## combine the levels of "ApplicantSex" 
### 1=male, 2=female, 3=unknown 
Iowa2014$ApplicantSex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex %in% 
c(3,4),3,Iowa2014$ApplicantSex) 
 
#############################################################################
################### 
# generate data to analyze the ethnicity 
dataE=subset(Iowa2014,Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity!=3)    ### remove unknown 
ethnicity 
 
## loan source=conventional 
conv=subset(dataE,dataE$loanType==1)  
conv_hp=subset(conv,conv$LoanPurpose==1)   ### loan source=conventional,loan 
purpose=home purchase 
conv_hi=subset(conv,conv$LoanPurpose==2)   ### loan source=conventional,loan 
purpose=home improvement 
conv_re=subset(conv,conv$LoanPurpose==3)   ### loan source=conventional,loan 
purpose=refinance 
 
### loan source=conventional,loan purpose=home purchase 
####non--Hispanic white 
conv_hp_nhw=subset(conv_hp,conv_hp$ApplicantEthnicity==2&conv_hp$ApplicantRac
e1==5)  
1-mean(conv_hp_nhw$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_hp_nhw$ActionType) 
####hispanic 
conv_hp_h=subset(conv_hp,conv_hp$ApplicantEthnicity==1) 
1-mean(conv_hp_h$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_hp_h$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
obs_denial=c(nrow(conv_hp_h)-sum(conv_hp_h$ActionType),nrow(conv_hp_nhw)-
sum(conv_hp_nhw$ActionType)) 
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n=c(nrow(conv_hp_h),nrow(conv_hp_nhw)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(conv_hp,conv_hp_nhw,conv_hp_h,obs_denial,n) 
 
### loan source=conventional,loan purpose=home improvement 
####non-Hispanic white 
conv_hi_nhw=subset(conv_hi,conv_hi$ApplicantEthnicity==2&conv_hi$ApplicantRac
e1==5)  
1-mean(conv_hi_nhw$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_hi_nhw$ActionType) 
####hispanic 
conv_hi_h=subset(conv_hi,conv_hi$ApplicantEthnicity==1) 
1-mean(conv_hi_h$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_hi_h$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
obs_denial=c(nrow(conv_hi_h)-sum(conv_hi_h$ActionType),nrow(conv_hi_nhw)-
sum(conv_hi_nhw$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(conv_hi_h),nrow(conv_hi_nhw)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(conv_hi,conv_hi_nhw,conv_hi_h,obs_denial,n) 
 
### loan source=conventional,loan purpose=refinance 
####non-Hispanic white 
conv_re_nhw=subset(conv_re,conv_re$ApplicantEthnicity==2&conv_re$ApplicantRac
e1==5)  
1-mean(conv_re_nhw$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_re_nhw$ActionType) 
####hispanic 
conv_re_h=subset(conv_re,conv_re$ApplicantEthnicity==1) 
1-mean(conv_re_h$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_re_h$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
obs_denial=c(nrow(conv_re_h)-sum(conv_re_h$ActionType),nrow(conv_re_nhw)-
sum(conv_re_nhw$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(conv_re_h),nrow(conv_re_nhw)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(conv_re,conv_re_nhw,conv_re_h,obs_denial,n) 
 
## loan source=FHA 
FHA=subset(dataE,dataE$loanType==2)  
FHA_hp=subset(FHA,FHA$LoanPurpose==1)   ### loan source=FHA,loan purpose=home 
purchase 
FHA_re=subset(FHA,FHA$LoanPurpose==3)   ### loan source=FHA,loan 
purpose=refinance 
 
### loan source=FHA,loan purpose=home purchase 
####non-Hispanic white 
FHA_hp_nhw=subset(FHA_hp,FHA_hp$ApplicantEthnicity==2&FHA_hp$ApplicantRace1==
5)  
1-mean(FHA_hp_nhw$ActionType) 
var(1-FHA_hp_nhw$ActionType) 
####hispanic 
FHA_hp_h=subset(FHA_hp,FHA_hp$ApplicantEthnicity==1) 
1-mean(FHA_hp_h$ActionType) 
var(1-FHA_hp_h$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
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obs_denial=c(nrow(FHA_hp_h)-sum(FHA_hp_h$ActionType),nrow(FHA_hp_nhw)-
sum(FHA_hp_nhw$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(FHA_hp_h),nrow(FHA_hp_nhw)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(FHA_hp,FHA_hp_nhw,FHA_hp_h,obs_denial,n) 
 
### loan source=FHA,loan purpose=refinance 
####non-Hispanic white 
FHA_re_nhw=subset(FHA_re,FHA_re$ApplicantEthnicity==2&FHA_re$ApplicantRace1==
5)  
1-mean(FHA_re_nhw$ActionType) 
var(1-FHA_re_nhw$ActionType) 
####hispanic 
FHA_re_h=subset(FHA_re,FHA_re$ApplicantEthnicity==1) 
1-mean(FHA_re_h$ActionType) 
var(1-FHA_re_h$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
obs_denial=c(nrow(FHA_re_h)-sum(FHA_re_h$ActionType),nrow(FHA_re_nhw)-
sum(FHA_re_nhw$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(FHA_re_h),nrow(FHA_re_nhw)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(FHA_re,FHA_re_nhw,FHA_re_h,obs_denial,n) 
 
## loan source=FSA 
FSA=subset(dataE,dataE$loanType==4)  
FSA_hp=subset(FSA,FSA$LoanPurpose==1)   ### loan source=FSA,loan purpose=home 
purchase 
 
### loan source=FSA,loan purpose=home purchase 
####non-Hispanic white 
FSA_hp_nhw=subset(FSA_hp,FSA_hp$ApplicantEthnicity==2&FSA_hp$ApplicantRace1==
5)  
1-mean(FSA_hp_nhw$ActionType) 
var(1-FSA_hp_nhw$ActionType) 
####hispanic 
FSA_hp_h=subset(FSA_hp,FSA_hp$ApplicantEthnicity==1) 
1-mean(FSA_hp_h$ActionType) 
var(1-FSA_hp_h$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
obs_denial=c(nrow(FSA_hp_h)-sum(FSA_hp_h$ActionType),nrow(FSA_hp_nhw)-
sum(FSA_hp_nhw$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(FSA_hp_h),nrow(FSA_hp_nhw)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(FSA_hp,FSA_hp_nhw,FSA_hp_h,obs_denial,n) 
 
rm(dataE,conv,FHA,FSA) 
#############################################################################
################### 
 
# generate data to analyze the race 
dataR=subset(Iowa2014,Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1 %in% c(1,2,3,4,5))      ### 
remove unknown race 
 
## loan source=conventional 
conv=subset(dataR,dataR$loanType==1)  
conv_hp=subset(conv,conv$LoanPurpose==1)   ### loan source=conventional,loan 
purpose=home purchase 
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conv_hi=subset(conv,conv$LoanPurpose==2)   ### loan source=conventional,loan 
purpose=home improvement 
conv_re=subset(conv,conv$LoanPurpose==3)   ### loan source=conventional,loan 
purpose=refinance 
 
######################################################### 
### loan source=conventional,loan purpose=home purchase 
####non-Hispanic white 
conv_hp_nhw=subset(conv_hp,conv_hp$ApplicantEthnicity==2&conv_hp$ApplicantRac
e1==5)  
1-mean(conv_hp_nhw$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_hp_nhw$ActionType) 
 
####Asian 
conv_hp_ais=subset(conv_hp,conv_hp$ApplicantRace1==2) 
1-mean(conv_hp_ais$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_hp_ais$ActionType) 
obs_denial=c(nrow(conv_hp_ais)-sum(conv_hp_ais$ActionType),nrow(conv_hp_nhw)-
sum(conv_hp_nhw$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(conv_hp_ais),nrow(conv_hp_nhw)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(conv_hp_ais,obs_denial,n) 
 
####Black 
conv_hp_bla=subset(conv_hp,conv_hp$ApplicantRace1==3) 
1-mean(conv_hp_bla$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_hp_bla$ActionType) 
obs_denial=c(nrow(conv_hp_bla)-sum(conv_hp_bla$ActionType),nrow(conv_hp_nhw)-
sum(conv_hp_nhw$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(conv_hp_bla),nrow(conv_hp_nhw)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(conv_hp_bla,obs_denial,n) 
rm(conv_hp_nhw) 
rm(conv_hp) 
######################################################### 
 
### loan source=conventional,loan purpose=home improvement 
####non-Hispanic white 
conv_hi_nhw=subset(conv_hi,conv_hi$ApplicantEthnicity==2&conv_hi$ApplicantRac
e1==5)  
1-mean(conv_hi_nhw$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_hi_nhw$ActionType) 
 
####American indian 
#conv_hp_ain=subset(conv_hi,conv_hi$ApplicantRace1==1) 
 
####Asian 
#conv_hi_ais=subset(conv_hi,conv_hi$ApplicantRace1==2) 
 
####Black 
conv_hi_bla=subset(conv_hi,conv_hi$ApplicantRace1==3) 
1-mean(conv_hi_bla$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_hi_bla$ActionType) 
obs_denial=c(nrow(conv_hi_bla)-sum(conv_hi_bla$ActionType),nrow(conv_hi_nhw)-
sum(conv_hi_nhw$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(conv_hi_bla),nrow(conv_hi_nhw)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
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rm(conv_hi_nhw,conv_hi_bla,obs_denial,n) 
rm(conv_hi) 
 
####pacific islander 
#conv_hi_pi=subset(conv_hi,conv_hi$ApplicantRace1==4) 
######################################################### 
 
### loan source=conventional,loan purpose=refinance 
####non-Hispanic white 
conv_re_nhw=subset(conv_re,conv_re$ApplicantEthnicity==2&conv_re$ApplicantRac
e1==5)  
1-mean(conv_re_nhw$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_re_nhw$ActionType) 
 
####American indian 
#conv_re_ain=subset(conv_re,conv_re$ApplicantRace1==1) 
 
####Asian 
conv_re_ais=subset(conv_re,conv_re$ApplicantRace1==2) 
1-mean(conv_re_ais$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_re_ais$ActionType) 
obs_denial=c(nrow(conv_re_ais)-sum(conv_re_ais$ActionType),nrow(conv_re_nhw)-
sum(conv_re_nhw$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(conv_re_ais),nrow(conv_re_nhw)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(conv_re_ais,obs_denial,n) 
 
####Black 
conv_re_bla=subset(conv_re,conv_re$ApplicantRace1==3) 
1-mean(conv_re_bla$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_re_bla$ActionType) 
obs_denial=c(nrow(conv_re_bla)-sum(conv_re_bla$ActionType),nrow(conv_re_nhw)-
sum(conv_re_nhw$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(conv_re_bla),nrow(conv_re_nhw)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(conv_re_nhw,conv_re_bla,obs_denial,n) 
 
####pacific islander 
#conv_re_pi=subset(conv_re,conv_re$ApplicantRace1==4) 
 
rm(conv_re) 
rm(conv) 
######################################################### 
 
## loan source=FHA 
FHA=subset(dataR,dataR$loanType==2)  
FHA_hp=subset(FHA,FHA$LoanPurpose==1)   ### loan source=FHA,loan purpose=home 
purchase 
FHA_hi=subset(FHA,FHA$LoanPurpose==2)   ### loan source=FHA,loan purpose=home 
improve 
FHA_re=subset(FHA,FHA$LoanPurpose==3)   ### loan source=FHA,loan 
purpose=refinance 
######################################################### 
 
### loan source=FHA,loan purpose=home purchase 
####non-Hispanic white 
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FHA_hp_nhw=subset(FHA_hp,FHA_hp$ApplicantEthnicity==2&FHA_hp$ApplicantRace1==
5)  
1-mean(FHA_hp_nhw$ActionType) 
var(1-FHA_hp_nhw$ActionType) 
 
####American indian 
#FHA_hp_ain=subset(FHA_hp,FHA_hp$ApplicantRace1==1) 
 
####Asian 
FHA_hp_ais=subset(FHA_hp,FHA_hp$ApplicantRace1==2) 
1-mean(FHA_hp_ais$ActionType) 
var(1-FHA_hp_ais$ActionType) 
obs_denial=c(nrow(FHA_hp_ais)-sum(FHA_hp_ais$ActionType),nrow(FHA_hp_nhw)-
sum(FHA_hp_nhw$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(FHA_hp_ais),nrow(FHA_hp_nhw)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(FHA_hp_ais,obs_denial,n) 
 
####Black 
FHA_hp_bla=subset(FHA_hp,FHA_hp$ApplicantRace1==3) 
1-mean(FHA_hp_bla$ActionType) 
var(1-FHA_hp_bla$ActionType) 
obs_denial=c(nrow(FHA_hp_bla)-sum(FHA_hp_bla$ActionType),nrow(FHA_hp_nhw)-
sum(FHA_hp_nhw$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(FHA_hp_bla),nrow(FHA_hp_nhw)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(FHA_hp_bla,obs_denial,n) 
 
####pacific islander 
#FHA_hp_pi=subset(FHA_hp,FHA_hp$ApplicantRace1==4) 
 
## loan source=VA 
VA=subset(dataR,dataR$loanType==3)  
VA_hp=subset(VA,VA$LoanPurpose==1)   ### loan source=VA,loan purpose=home 
purchase 
VA_hi=subset(VA,VA$LoanPurpose==2)   ### loan source=VA,loan purpose=home 
improve 
VA_re=subset(VA,VA$LoanPurpose==3)   ### loan source=VA,loan 
purpose=refinance 
rm(VA_hp) 
 
rm(VA_re) 
rm(VA) 
######################################################### 
## loan source=FSA 
FSA=subset(dataR,dataR$loanType==4)  
FSA_hp=subset(FSA,FSA$LoanPurpose==1)   ### loan source=FSA,loan purpose=home 
purchase 
FSA_hi=subset(FSA,FSA$LoanPurpose==2)   ### loan source=FSA,loan purpose=home 
improve 
FSA_re=subset(FSA,FSA$LoanPurpose==3)   ### loan source=FSA,loan 
purpose=refinance 
#FSA_hp_pi=subset(FSA_hp,FSA_hp$ApplicantRace1==4) 
 
rm(FSA_hp) 
 
######################################################### 
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# generate data to analyze the gender 
dataG=subset(Iowa2014,Iowa2014$ApplicantSex %in% c(1,2))      ### remove 
unknown gender 
## loan source=conventional 
conv=subset(dataG,dataG$loanType==1)  
conv_hp=subset(conv,conv$LoanPurpose==1)   ### loan source=conventional,loan 
purpose=home purchase 
conv_hi=subset(conv,conv$LoanPurpose==2)   ### loan source=conventional,loan 
purpose=home improvement 
conv_re=subset(conv,conv$LoanPurpose==3)   ### loan source=conventional,loan 
purpose=refinance 
 
### loan source=conventional,loan purpose=home purchase 
####male 
conv_hp_m=subset(conv_hp,conv_hp$ApplicantSex==1)  
1-mean(conv_hp_m$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_hp_m$ActionType) 
####female 
conv_hp_fm=subset(conv_hp,conv_hp$ApplicantSex==2)  
1-mean(conv_hp_fm$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_hp_fm$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
obs_denial=c(nrow(conv_hp_fm)-sum(conv_hp_fm$ActionType),nrow(conv_hp_m)-
sum(conv_hp_m$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(conv_hp_fm),nrow(conv_hp_m)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(conv_hp,conv_hp_m,conv_hp_fm,obs_denial,n) 
 
### loan source=conventional,loan purpose=home improvement 
####male 
conv_hi_m=subset(conv_hi,conv_hi$ApplicantSex==1)  
1-mean(conv_hi_m$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_hi_m$ActionType) 
####female 
conv_hi_fm=subset(conv_hi,conv_hi$ApplicantSex==2)  
1-mean(conv_hi_fm$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_hi_fm$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
obs_denial=c(nrow(conv_hi_fm)-sum(conv_hi_fm$ActionType),nrow(conv_hi_m)-
sum(conv_hi_m$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(conv_hi_fm),nrow(conv_hi_m)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(conv_hi,conv_hi_m,conv_hi_fm,obs_denial,n) 
 
### loan source=conventional,loan purpose=refinance 
####male 
conv_re_m=subset(conv_re,conv_re$ApplicantSex==1)  
1-mean(conv_re_m$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_re_m$ActionType) 
####female 
conv_re_fm=subset(conv_re,conv_re$ApplicantSex==2) 
1-mean(conv_re_fm$ActionType) 
var(1-conv_re_fm$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
obs_denial=c(nrow(conv_re_fm)-sum(conv_re_fm$ActionType),nrow(conv_re_m)-
sum(conv_re_m$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(conv_re_fm),nrow(conv_re_m)) 
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prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(conv_re,conv_re_m,conv_re_fm,obs_denial,n) 
rm(conv) 
 
## loan source=FHA 
FHA=subset(dataG,dataG$loanType==2)  
FHA_hp=subset(FHA,FHA$LoanPurpose==1)   ### loan source=FHA,loan purpose=home 
purchase 
FHA_hi=subset(FHA,FHA$LoanPurpose==2)   ### loan source=FHA,loan purpose=home 
improvement 
FHA_re=subset(FHA,FHA$LoanPurpose==3)   ### loan source=FHA,loan 
purpose=refinance 
 
### loan source=FHA,loan purpose=home purchase 
####male 
FHA_hp_m=subset(FHA_hp,FHA_hp$ApplicantSex==1)  
1-mean(FHA_hp_m$ActionType) 
var(1-FHA_hp_m$ActionType) 
####female 
FHA_hp_fm=subset(FHA_hp,FHA_hp$ApplicantSex==2)  
1-mean(FHA_hp_fm$ActionType) 
var(1-FHA_hp_fm$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
obs_denial=c(nrow(FHA_hp_fm)-sum(FHA_hp_fm$ActionType),nrow(FHA_hp_m)-
sum(FHA_hp_m$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(FHA_hp_fm),nrow(FHA_hp_m)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(FHA_hp,FHA_hp_m,FHA_hp_fm,obs_denial,n) 
 
### loan source=FHA,loan purpose=home improvement 
####male 
#FHA_hi_m=subset(FHA_hi,FHA_hi$ApplicantSex==1)  
 
####female 
#FHA_hi_fm=subset(FHA_hi,FHA_hi$ApplicantSex==2)  
rm(FHA_hi) 
 
### loan source=FHA,loan purpose=refinance 
####male 
FHA_re_m=subset(FHA_re,FHA_re$ApplicantSex==1)  
1-mean(FHA_re_m$ActionType) 
var(1-FHA_re_m$ActionType) 
####female 
FHA_re_fm=subset(FHA_re,FHA_re$ApplicantSex==2) 
1-mean(FHA_re_fm$ActionType) 
var(1-FHA_re_fm$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
obs_denial=c(nrow(FHA_re_fm)-sum(FHA_re_fm$ActionType),nrow(FHA_re_m)-
sum(FHA_re_m$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(FHA_re_fm),nrow(FHA_re_m)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(FHA_re,FHA_re_m,FHA_re_fm,obs_denial,n) 
rm(FHA) 
 
## loan source=VA 
VA=subset(dataG,dataG$loanType==3)  
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VA_hp=subset(VA,VA$LoanPurpose==1)   ### loan source=VA,loan purpose=home 
purchase 
VA_hi=subset(VA,VA$LoanPurpose==2)   ### loan source=VA,loan purpose=home 
improvement 
VA_re=subset(VA,VA$LoanPurpose==3)   ### loan source=VA,loan 
purpose=refinance 
 
### loan source=VA,loan purpose=home purchase 
####male 
VA_hp_m=subset(VA_hp,VA_hp$ApplicantSex==1)  
1-mean(VA_hp_m$ActionType) 
var(1-VA_hp_m$ActionType) 
####female 
VA_hp_fm=subset(VA_hp,VA_hp$ApplicantSex==2)  
1-mean(VA_hp_fm$ActionType) 
var(1-VA_hp_fm$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
obs_denial=c(nrow(VA_hp_fm)-sum(VA_hp_fm$ActionType),nrow(VA_hp_m)-
sum(VA_hp_m$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(VA_hp_fm),nrow(VA_hp_m)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(VA_hp,VA_hp_m,VA_hp_fm,obs_denial,n) 
 
### loan source=VA,loan purpose=home improvement 
####male 
#VA_hi_m=subset(VA_hi,VA_hi$ApplicantSex==1)  
 
####female 
#VA_hi_fm=subset(VA_hi,VA_hi$ApplicantSex==2)  
rm(VA_hi) 
 
### loan source=VA,loan purpose=refinance 
####male 
VA_re_m=subset(VA_re,VA_re$ApplicantSex==1)  
1-mean(VA_re_m$ActionType) 
var(1-VA_re_m$ActionType) 
####female 
VA_re_fm=subset(VA_re,VA_re$ApplicantSex==2) 
1-mean(VA_re_fm$ActionType) 
var(1-VA_re_fm$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
obs_denial=c(nrow(VA_re_fm)-sum(VA_re_fm$ActionType),nrow(VA_re_m)-
sum(VA_re_m$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(VA_re_fm),nrow(VA_re_m)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(VA_re,VA_re_m,VA_re_fm,obs_denial,n) 
rm(VA) 
 
## loan source=FSA 
FSA=subset(dataG,dataG$loanType==4)  
FSA_hp=subset(FSA,FSA$LoanPurpose==1)   ### loan source=FSA,loan purpose=home 
purchase 
FSA_hi=subset(FSA,FSA$LoanPurpose==2)   ### loan source=FSA,loan purpose=home 
improvement 
FSA_re=subset(FSA,FSA$LoanPurpose==3)   ### loan source=FSA,loan 
purpose=refinance 
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### loan source=FSA,loan purpose=home purchase 
####male 
FSA_hp_m=subset(FSA_hp,FSA_hp$ApplicantSex==1)  
1-mean(FSA_hp_m$ActionType) 
var(1-FSA_hp_m$ActionType) 
####female 
FSA_hp_fm=subset(FSA_hp,FSA_hp$ApplicantSex==2)  
1-mean(FSA_hp_fm$ActionType) 
var(1-FSA_hp_fm$ActionType) 
#### proportion test 
obs_denial=c(nrow(FSA_hp_fm)-sum(FSA_hp_fm$ActionType),nrow(FSA_hp_m)-
sum(FSA_hp_m$ActionType)) 
n=c(nrow(FSA_hp_fm),nrow(FSA_hp_m)) 
prop.test(obs_denial,n,alternative="greater") 
rm(FSA_hp,FSA_hp_m,FSA_hp_fm,obs_denial,n) 
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Appendix B: R code for logistic regression 
 
rm(list=ls()) 
library(pROC) 
library(lme4) 
 
setwd('C:/Projects/others/CC/') 
Iowa2014=read.csv('IA2014R.csv') 
county=read.csv('supp/iowa_county_codes.csv') 
Iowa2014=merge(Iowa2014,county,by.x='CountyCode',all.x=TRUE) 
rm(county) 
 
Iowa2014=Iowa2014[,c('ActionType', 
                     'loanType','LoanPurpose','ownerOccupied','LienStatus', 
                     'ApplicantEthnicity','CoApplicantEthnicity', 
                     'ApplicantRace1','CoApplicantRace1',  
                     'ApplicantSex', 
                     
'loanAmount','ApplicantIncome','MedianFamilyIncome','family14unites', 
                     'Metropolitan')] 
 
# removing the observations with missing 'family14unites' and 'ownerOccupied' 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,is.na(Iowa2014$family14unites)==FALSE&is.na(Iowa2014
$ownerOccupied)==FALSE) 
 
# there is a high correlation between 'ownerOccupied' and 'family14unites', 
remove 'ownerOccupied' 
N=nrow(Iowa2014)     # number of observations, 89207 
 
# recoding the 'ApplicantEthnicity' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=hispanic, 3=unknown 
AP_Eth=rep(0,N) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity==2 & 
Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==5,1,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity==1,2,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity %in% c(3,4),3,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(AP_Eth==0,3,AP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantEthnicity)) 
rm(AP_Eth) 
 
# recoding the 'CoApplicantEthnicity' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=hispanic, 3=no-coapplicant, 4=unknown 
COAP_Eth=rep(0,N) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==2 & 
Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==5,1,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==1,2,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity %in% c(3,4),4,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==5,3,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(COAP_Eth==0,4,COAP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,COAP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(CoApplicantEthnicity)) 
rm(COAP_Eth) 
 
# recoding the 'ApplicantSex' 
## 1=male, 2=female, 3=unknown 
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AP_sex=rep(0,N) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex==1,1,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex==2,2,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex %in% c(3,4),3,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(AP_sex==0,3,AP_sex) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_sex) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantSex)) 
rm(AP_sex) 
 
# recoding the 'ApplicantRace1' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=American indian, 3=Asian, 4=Black, 5=Pacific 
islander, 6=unknown 
AP_race=rep(0,N) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$AP_Eth==1,1,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==1,2,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==2,3,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==3,4,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==4,5,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1 %in% c(6,7),6,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(AP_race==0,6,AP_race) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_race) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantRace1)) 
rm(AP_race) 
 
# recoding the 'CoApplicantRace1' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=American indian, 3=Asian, 4=Black, 5=Pacific 
islander, 6=no-coapplicant, 7=unknown 
COAP_race=rep(0,N) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$COAP_Eth==1,1,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==1,2,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==2,3,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==3,4,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==4,5,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==8,6,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1 %in% c(6,7),7,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(COAP_race==0,7,COAP_race) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,COAP_race) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(CoApplicantRace1)) 
rm(COAP_race) 
 
# impute the missing Applicantincome,  
## use the median family income of the record to replace the missing  
## add a miss indicator 
MI_ApplicantIncome=rep(0,N) # the missing indicator for ApplicanIncome, 
0=non-missing, 1=missing 
MI_ApplicantIncome=ifelse(is.na(Iowa2014$ApplicantIncome)==TRUE,1,MI_Applican
tIncome) 
AP_income=rep(0,N) 
AP_income=ifelse(is.na(Iowa2014$ApplicantIncome)==TRUE,Iowa2014$MedianFamilyI
ncome/1000.0,Iowa2014$ApplicantIncome) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,MI_ApplicantIncome,AP_income) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantIncome)) 
rm(AP_income,MI_ApplicantIncome) 
 
# add a new variable: debt to income ratio (DTI) =loan amount/income  
DTI=Iowa2014$loanAmount/Iowa2014$AP_income 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,DTI) 
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rm(DTI) 
 
# log-transform the continuous variables 
Iowa2014$DTI=log(Iowa2014$DTI) 
Iowa2014$AP_income=log(Iowa2014$AP_income) 
Iowa2014$MedianFamilyIncome=log(Iowa2014$MedianFamilyIncome) 
Iowa2014$loanAmount=log(Iowa2014$loanAmount) 
 
# check the correlation of the continuous variables,  
# there is a high correlation between 'loanAmount' and 'DTI', remove 
'loanAmount' 
# there is a high correlation between 'ownerOccupied' and 'family14unites', 
remove 'ownerOccupied' 
test=Iowa2014[,c('loanAmount','AP_income','MedianFamilyIncome','ownerOccupied
','family14unites','DTI')] 
cor(test) 
rm(test) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-
c(loanAmount,ownerOccupied,MedianFamilyIncome))  # remove median family 
income, the range is very small 
 
# set the categorical variables as factors 
Iowa2014$ActionType=factor(Iowa2014$ActionType) 
Iowa2014$loanType=factor(Iowa2014$loanType) 
Iowa2014$LoanPurpose=factor(Iowa2014$LoanPurpose) 
Iowa2014$LienStatus=factor(Iowa2014$LienStatus) 
Iowa2014$MI_ApplicantIncome=factor(Iowa2014$MI_ApplicantIncome) 
Iowa2014$Metropolitan=factor(Iowa2014$Metropolitan) 
Iowa2014$Metropolitan=relevel(Iowa2014$Metropolitan,ref='None')  # reset the 
baseline level 
 
############################################################################  
### clean the data  
dataG=subset(Iowa2014,Iowa2014$AP_sex!=3)    # remove the records with 
unknown gender 
dataG1=subset(dataG,dataG$AP_Eth!=3)         # remove the records with 
unknown applicant ethnicity 
dataG2=subset(dataG1,dataG1$COAP_Eth!=4)     # remove the records with 
unknown Coapplicant ethnicity 
dataG2=subset(dataG2,select=-c(AP_race,COAP_race)) # remove the variables 
related with {race} 
rm(dataG,dataG1) 
 
dataG2$AP_Eth=factor(dataG2$AP_Eth) 
dataG2$COAP_Eth=factor(dataG2$COAP_Eth) 
dataG2$AP_sex=factor(dataG2$AP_sex) 
 
Nfold=10                                     # split into 10 folds for cross-
validation 
approve=subset(dataG2,dataG2$ActionType==1) 
N_approve=nrow(approve) 
set.seed(12345) 
approve=approve[sample(N_approve),] 
approve_folds=cut(seq(1,nrow(approve)),breaks=Nfold,labels=FALSE)   # Create 
10 equally size folds 
 
deny=subset(dataG2,dataG2$ActionType==0) 
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N_deny=nrow(deny) 
set.seed(12345) 
deny=deny[sample(N_deny),] 
deny_folds=cut(seq(1,nrow(deny)),breaks=Nfold,labels=FALSE)   # Create 10 
equally size folds 
 
#### model fitting 1: using all the variables and all the data 
fit=glm(ActionType~., 
        family='binomial'(link='logit'),data=dataG2) 
summary(fit) 
BIC(fit) 
 
# automated fitting of all possible models 
auc_threshold=0.1   # if any of the AUC among the 10 folds is below this 
value, abort this model 
Nvar_pool=ncol(dataG2)-1                              # total number of 
candidate variables 
Nmodel=2^Nvar_pool-1                                  # total number of 
models to fit 
model_var=rep('0',Nmodel)                             # store variable names 
a=rep(0,Nmodel)                                       # store the number of 
variables 
CV_auc=rep(0,Nmodel)                                  # mean K-fold corss 
validation AUC 
std_CV_auc=rep(0,Nmodel)                              # standard deviation of 
K-fold corss validation AUC 
k=1 
 
for(i in 1:1){                              
  Ncomb=dim(combn(Nvar_pool,i))[2]                    # total number of 
models to fit 
  for(j in 1:Ncomb){ 
    selected_col=combn(Nvar_pool,i)[,j]+1 
    selected_var='' 
    for(m in 1:i){ 
      varname=colnames(dataG2)[selected_col[m]] 
      selected_var=paste(selected_var,varname,sep=' ') 
    } 
    model_var[k]=selected_var 
    selected_col=c(1,selected_col) 
    auc_model=rep(0.0,Nfold) 
    good_fit=TRUE 
    approve_data=subset(approve,select=selected_col) 
    deny_data=subset(deny,select=selected_col) 
     
    for(m in 1:Nfold){ 
      test_index_approve=which(approve_folds==m) 
      test_data_approve=approve_data[test_index_approve,] 
      train_data_approve=approve_data[-test_index_approve,] 
      test_index_deny=which(deny_folds==m) 
      test_data_deny=deny_data[test_index_deny,]   
      train_data_deny=deny_data[-test_index_deny, ] 
      train_data=rbind(train_data_approve,train_data_deny) 
      test_data=rbind(test_data_approve,test_data_deny) 
      
rm(test_index_approve,test_index_deny,train_data_approve,train_data_deny) 
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      fit=glm(ActionType~.,family='binomial'(link='logit'),data=train_data) 
      
true_outcome=as.numeric(levels(test_data$ActionType))[test_data$ActionType] 
      pred=predict(fit,test_data,type='response') 
      roc_obj=roc(true_outcome,pred) 
      auc_fold=as.numeric(roc_obj$auc) 
       
      if(auc_fold<auc_threshold){ 
        cat(auc_fold,'<threshold, model ', k, 'aborted.\n') 
        cat('\n') 
        good_fit=FALSE 
        break 
      }else{ 
        auc_model[m]=auc_fold 
      } 
      rm(fit,pred,test_data,train_data,true_outcome) 
    } 
     
    a[k]=i 
    if(good_fit==TRUE){ 
      CV_auc[k]=mean(auc_model) 
      std_CV_auc[k]=sd(auc_model) 
      cat('model:',k,' has ',i,' variables.','mean 
AUC=',CV_auc[k],'std=',std_CV_auc[k],'\n') 
      cat('variables:',colnames(approve_data)[-1],'\n') 
      cat('\n') 
    }else{ 
      CV_auc[k]=0.0 
      std_CV_auc[k]=0.0 
    } 
    k=k+1 
  } 
} 
model_info=data.frame(a,CV_auc,std_CV_auc,model_var) 
write.csv(model_info,'C:/Projects/CC/gender_ethnicity/AUC_gender_eth_LR_1var.
csv',row.names=FALSE) 
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Appendix C: R code for LDA 
 
rm(list=ls()) 
library(pROC) 
library(MASS) 
 
setwd('C:/Projects/CC/') 
Iowa2014=read.csv('IA2014R.csv') 
county=read.csv('supp/iowa_county_codes.csv') 
Iowa2014=merge(Iowa2014,county,by.x='CountyCode',all.x=TRUE) 
rm(county) 
 
Iowa2014=Iowa2014[,c('ActionType', 
                     'loanType','LoanPurpose','ownerOccupied','LienStatus', 
                     'ApplicantEthnicity','CoApplicantEthnicity', 
                     'ApplicantRace1','CoApplicantRace1',  
                     'ApplicantSex', 
                     
'loanAmount','ApplicantIncome','MedianFamilyIncome','family14unites', 
                     'Metropolitan')] 
 
# removing the observations with missing 'family14unites' and 'ownerOccupied' 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,is.na(Iowa2014$family14unites)==FALSE&is.na(Iowa2014
$ownerOccupied)==FALSE) 
 
# there is a high correlation between 'ownerOccupied' and 'family14unites', 
remove 'ownerOccupied' 
N=nrow(Iowa2014)     # number of observations, 89207 
 
# recoding the 'ApplicantEthnicity' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=hispanic, 3=unknown 
AP_Eth=rep(0,N) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity==2 & 
Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==5,1,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity==1,2,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity %in% c(3,4),3,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(AP_Eth==0,3,AP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantEthnicity)) 
rm(AP_Eth) 
 
# recoding the 'CoApplicantEthnicity' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=hispanic, 3=no-coapplicant, 4=unknown 
COAP_Eth=rep(0,N) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==2 & 
Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==5,1,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==1,2,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity %in% c(3,4),4,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==5,3,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(COAP_Eth==0,4,COAP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,COAP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(CoApplicantEthnicity)) 
rm(COAP_Eth) 
 
# recoding the 'ApplicantSex' 
## 1=male, 2=female, 3=unknown 
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AP_sex=rep(0,N) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex==1,1,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex==2,2,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex %in% c(3,4),3,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(AP_sex==0,3,AP_sex) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_sex) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantSex)) 
rm(AP_sex) 
 
# recoding the 'ApplicantRace1' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=American indian, 3=Asian, 4=Black, 5=Pacific 
islander, 6=unknown 
AP_race=rep(0,N) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$AP_Eth==1,1,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==1,2,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==2,3,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==3,4,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==4,5,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1 %in% c(6,7),6,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(AP_race==0,6,AP_race) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_race) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantRace1)) 
rm(AP_race) 
 
# recoding the 'CoApplicantRace1' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=American indian, 3=Asian, 4=Black, 5=Pacific 
islander, 6=no-coapplicant, 7=unknown 
COAP_race=rep(0,N) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$COAP_Eth==1,1,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==1,2,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==2,3,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==3,4,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==4,5,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==8,6,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1 %in% c(6,7),7,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(COAP_race==0,7,COAP_race) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,COAP_race) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(CoApplicantRace1)) 
rm(COAP_race) 
 
# impute the missing Applicantincome,  
## use the median family income of the record to replace the missing  
## add a miss indicator 
MI_ApplicantIncome=rep(0,N) # the missing indicator for ApplicanIncome, 
0=non-missing, 1=missing 
MI_ApplicantIncome=ifelse(is.na(Iowa2014$ApplicantIncome)==TRUE,1,MI_Applican
tIncome) 
AP_income=rep(0,N) 
AP_income=ifelse(is.na(Iowa2014$ApplicantIncome)==TRUE,Iowa2014$MedianFamilyI
ncome/1000.0,Iowa2014$ApplicantIncome) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,MI_ApplicantIncome,AP_income) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantIncome)) 
rm(AP_income,MI_ApplicantIncome) 
 
# add a new variable: debt to income ratio (DTI) =loan amount/income  
DTI=Iowa2014$loanAmount/Iowa2014$AP_income 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,DTI) 
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rm(DTI) 
 
# log-transform the continuous variables 
Iowa2014$DTI=log(Iowa2014$DTI) 
Iowa2014$AP_income=log(Iowa2014$AP_income) 
Iowa2014$MedianFamilyIncome=log(Iowa2014$MedianFamilyIncome) 
Iowa2014$loanAmount=log(Iowa2014$loanAmount) 
 
# check the correlation of the continuous variables,  
# there is a high correlation between 'loanAmount' and 'DTI', remove 
'loanAmount' 
# there is a high correlation between 'ownerOccupied' and 'family14unites', 
remove 'ownerOccupied' 
test=Iowa2014[,c('loanAmount','AP_income','MedianFamilyIncome','ownerOccupied
','family14unites','DTI')] 
cor(test) 
rm(test) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-
c(loanAmount,ownerOccupied,MedianFamilyIncome))  # remove median family 
income, the range is very small 
 
# set the categorical variables as factors 
Iowa2014$ActionType=factor(Iowa2014$ActionType) 
Iowa2014$loanType=factor(Iowa2014$loanType) 
Iowa2014$LoanPurpose=factor(Iowa2014$LoanPurpose) 
Iowa2014$LienStatus=factor(Iowa2014$LienStatus) 
Iowa2014$MI_ApplicantIncome=factor(Iowa2014$MI_ApplicantIncome) 
Iowa2014$Metropolitan=factor(Iowa2014$Metropolitan) 
Iowa2014$Metropolitan=relevel(Iowa2014$Metropolitan,ref='None')  # reset the 
baseline level 
 
### clean the data  
dataG=subset(Iowa2014,Iowa2014$AP_sex!=3)    # remove the records with 
unknown gender 
dataG1=subset(dataG,dataG$AP_Eth!=3)         # remove the records with 
unknown applicant ethnicity 
dataG2=subset(dataG1,dataG1$COAP_Eth!=4)     # remove the records with 
unknown Coapplicant ethnicity 
dataG2=subset(dataG2,select=-c(AP_race,COAP_race)) # remove the variables 
related with {race} 
rm(dataG,dataG1) 
 
dataG2$AP_Eth=factor(dataG2$AP_Eth) 
dataG2$COAP_Eth=factor(dataG2$COAP_Eth) 
dataG2$AP_sex=factor(dataG2$AP_sex) 
 
Nfold=10                                     # split into 10 folds for cross-
validation 
approve=subset(dataG2,dataG2$ActionType==1) 
N_approve=nrow(approve) 
set.seed(12345) 
approve=approve[sample(N_approve),] 
approve_folds=cut(seq(1,nrow(approve)),breaks=Nfold,labels=FALSE)   # Create 
10 equally size folds 
 
deny=subset(dataG2,dataG2$ActionType==0) 
N_deny=nrow(deny) 
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set.seed(12345) 
deny=deny[sample(N_deny),] 
deny_folds=cut(seq(1,nrow(deny)),breaks=Nfold,labels=FALSE)   # Create 10 
equally size folds 
 
# automated fitting of all possible models 
auc_threshold=0.63   # if any of the AUC among the 10 folds is below this 
value, abort this model 
Nvar_pool=ncol(dataG2)-1                              # total number of 
candidate variables 
Nmodel=2^Nvar_pool-1                                  # total number of 
models to fit 
model_var=rep('0',Nmodel)                             # store variable names 
a=rep(0,Nmodel)                                       # store the number of 
variables 
CV_auc=rep(0,Nmodel)                                  # mean K-fold corss 
validation AUC 
std_CV_auc=rep(0,Nmodel)                              # standard deviation of 
K-fold corss validation AUC 
k=1 
 
for(i in Nvar_pool:1){                              
  Ncomb=dim(combn(Nvar_pool,i))[2]                    # total number of 
models to fit 
  for(j in 1:Ncomb){ 
    selected_col=combn(Nvar_pool,i)[,j]+1 
    selected_var='' 
    for(m in 1:i){ 
      varname=colnames(dataG2)[selected_col[m]] 
      selected_var=paste(selected_var,varname,sep=' ') 
    } 
    model_var[k]=selected_var 
    selected_col=c(1,selected_col) 
    auc_model=rep(0.0,Nfold) 
    good_fit=TRUE 
    approve_data=subset(approve,select=selected_col) 
    deny_data=subset(deny,select=selected_col) 
     
    for(m in 1:Nfold){ 
      test_index_approve=which(approve_folds==m) 
      test_data_approve=approve_data[test_index_approve,] 
      train_data_approve=approve_data[-test_index_approve,] 
      test_index_deny=which(deny_folds==m) 
      test_data_deny=deny_data[test_index_deny,]   
      train_data_deny=deny_data[-test_index_deny, ] 
      train_data=rbind(train_data_approve,train_data_deny) 
      test_data=rbind(test_data_approve,test_data_deny) 
      
rm(test_index_approve,test_index_deny,train_data_approve,train_data_deny) 
       
      fit=lda(ActionType~.,data=train_data) 
      
true_outcome=as.numeric(levels(test_data$ActionType))[test_data$ActionType] 
      pred=predict(fit,test_data) 
      roc_obj=roc(true_outcome,pred[[2]][,2]) 
      auc_fold=as.numeric(roc_obj$auc) 
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      if(auc_fold<auc_threshold){ 
        cat(auc_fold,'<threshold, model ', k, 'aborted.\n') 
        cat('\n') 
        good_fit=FALSE 
        break 
      }else{ 
        auc_model[m]=auc_fold 
      } 
      rm(fit,pred,test_data,train_data,true_outcome) 
    } 
     
    a[k]=i 
    if(good_fit==TRUE){ 
      CV_auc[k]=mean(auc_model) 
      std_CV_auc[k]=sd(auc_model) 
      cat('model:',k,' has ',i,' variables.','mean 
AUC=',CV_auc[k],'std=',std_CV_auc[k],'\n') 
      cat('variables:',colnames(approve_data)[-1],'\n') 
      cat('\n') 
    }else{ 
      CV_auc[k]=0.0 
      std_CV_auc[k]=0.0 
    } 
    k=k+1 
  } 
} 
model_info=data.frame(a,CV_auc,std_CV_auc,model_var) 
write.csv(model_info,'C:/Projects/CC/gender_ethnicity/AUC_gender_eth_LDA.csv'
,row.names=FALSE) 
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Appendix D: R code for GAM 
 
rm(list=ls()) 
library(pROC) 
library(gam) 
 
setwd('C:/Projects/others/CC/') 
Iowa2014=read.csv('IA2014R.csv') 
county=read.csv('supp/iowa_county_codes.csv') 
Iowa2014=merge(Iowa2014,county,by.x='CountyCode',all.x=TRUE) 
rm(county) 
 
Iowa2014=Iowa2014[,c('ActionType', 
                     'loanType','LoanPurpose','ownerOccupied','LienStatus', 
                     'ApplicantEthnicity','CoApplicantEthnicity', 
                     'ApplicantRace1','CoApplicantRace1',  
                     'ApplicantSex', 
                     
'loanAmount','ApplicantIncome','MedianFamilyIncome','family14unites', 
                     'Metropolitan')] 
 
# removing the observations with missing 'family14unites' and 'ownerOccupied' 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,is.na(Iowa2014$family14unites)==FALSE&is.na(Iowa2014
$ownerOccupied)==FALSE) 
 
# there is a high correlation between 'ownerOccupied' and 'family14unites', 
remove 'ownerOccupied' 
N=nrow(Iowa2014)     # number of observations, 89207 
 
# recoding the 'ApplicantEthnicity' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=hispanic, 3=unknown 
AP_Eth=rep(0,N) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity==2 & 
Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==5,1,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity==1,2,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity %in% c(3,4),3,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(AP_Eth==0,3,AP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantEthnicity)) 
rm(AP_Eth) 
 
# recoding the 'CoApplicantEthnicity' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=hispanic, 3=no-coapplicant, 4=unknown 
COAP_Eth=rep(0,N) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==2 & 
Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==5,1,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==1,2,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity %in% c(3,4),4,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==5,3,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(COAP_Eth==0,4,COAP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,COAP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(CoApplicantEthnicity)) 
rm(COAP_Eth) 
 
# recoding the 'ApplicantSex' 
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## 1=male, 2=female, 3=unknown 
AP_sex=rep(0,N) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex==1,1,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex==2,2,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex %in% c(3,4),3,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(AP_sex==0,3,AP_sex) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_sex) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantSex)) 
rm(AP_sex) 
 
# recoding the 'ApplicantRace1' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=American indian, 3=Asian, 4=Black, 5=Pacific 
islander, 6=unknown 
AP_race=rep(0,N) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$AP_Eth==1,1,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==1,2,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==2,3,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==3,4,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==4,5,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1 %in% c(6,7),6,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(AP_race==0,6,AP_race) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_race) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantRace1)) 
rm(AP_race) 
 
# recoding the 'CoApplicantRace1' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=American indian, 3=Asian, 4=Black, 5=Pacific 
islander, 6=no-coapplicant, 7=unknown 
COAP_race=rep(0,N) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$COAP_Eth==1,1,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==1,2,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==2,3,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==3,4,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==4,5,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==8,6,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1 %in% c(6,7),7,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(COAP_race==0,7,COAP_race) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,COAP_race) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(CoApplicantRace1)) 
rm(COAP_race) 
 
# impute the missing Applicantincome,  
## use the median family income of the record to replace the missing  
## add a miss indicator 
MI_ApplicantIncome=rep(0,N) # the missing indicator for ApplicanIncome, 
0=non-missing, 1=missing 
MI_ApplicantIncome=ifelse(is.na(Iowa2014$ApplicantIncome)==TRUE,1,MI_Applican
tIncome) 
AP_income=rep(0,N) 
AP_income=ifelse(is.na(Iowa2014$ApplicantIncome)==TRUE,Iowa2014$MedianFamilyI
ncome/1000.0,Iowa2014$ApplicantIncome) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,MI_ApplicantIncome,AP_income) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantIncome)) 
rm(AP_income,MI_ApplicantIncome) 
 
# add a new variable: debt to income ratio (DTI) =loan amount/income  
DTI=Iowa2014$loanAmount/Iowa2014$AP_income 
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Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,DTI) 
rm(DTI) 
 
# log-transform the continuous variables 
Iowa2014$DTI=log(Iowa2014$DTI) 
Iowa2014$AP_income=log(Iowa2014$AP_income) 
Iowa2014$MedianFamilyIncome=log(Iowa2014$MedianFamilyIncome) 
Iowa2014$loanAmount=log(Iowa2014$loanAmount) 
Iowa2014$family14unites=log(Iowa2014$family14unites) 
Iowa2014=Iowa2014[-79475,] 
 
# check the correlation of the continuous variables,  
# there is a high correlation between 'loanAmount' and 'DTI', remove 
'loanAmount' 
# there is a high correlation between 'ownerOccupied' and 'family14unites', 
remove 'ownerOccupied' 
test=Iowa2014[,c('loanAmount','AP_income','MedianFamilyIncome','ownerOccupied
','family14unites','DTI')] 
cor(test) 
rm(test) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-
c(loanAmount,ownerOccupied,MedianFamilyIncome))  # remove median family 
income, the range is very small 
 
# set the categorical variables as factors 
Iowa2014$ActionType=factor(Iowa2014$ActionType) 
Iowa2014$loanType=factor(Iowa2014$loanType) 
Iowa2014$LoanPurpose=factor(Iowa2014$LoanPurpose) 
Iowa2014$LienStatus=factor(Iowa2014$LienStatus) 
Iowa2014$MI_ApplicantIncome=factor(Iowa2014$MI_ApplicantIncome) 
Iowa2014$Metropolitan=factor(Iowa2014$Metropolitan) 
Iowa2014$Metropolitan=relevel(Iowa2014$Metropolitan,ref='None')  # reset the 
baseline level 
 
### clean the data  
dataG=subset(Iowa2014,Iowa2014$AP_sex!=3)    # remove the records with 
unknown gender 
dataG1=subset(dataG,dataG$AP_Eth!=3)         # remove the records with 
unknown applicant ethnicity 
dataG2=subset(dataG1,dataG1$COAP_Eth!=4)     # remove the records with 
unknown Coapplicant ethnicity 
dataG2=subset(dataG2,select=-c(AP_race,COAP_race)) # remove the variables 
related with {race} 
rm(dataG,dataG1) 
 
dataG2$AP_Eth=factor(dataG2$AP_Eth) 
dataG2$COAP_Eth=factor(dataG2$COAP_Eth) 
dataG2$AP_sex=factor(dataG2$AP_sex) 
 
# model fitting 1: using all the variables and all the data 
fit=gam(ActionType~loanType+LoanPurpose+LienStatus 
         +AP_sex+AP_Eth+COAP_Eth+Metropolitan 
         +s(AP_income)+s(family14unites)+s(DTI), 
         family=binomial,data=dataG2) 
plot.gam(fit,se=TRUE,col='blue',xlim=c(5,9)) 
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Nfold=10                                     # split into 10 folds for cross-
validation 
approve=subset(dataG2,dataG2$ActionType==1) 
N_approve=nrow(approve) 
set.seed(12345) 
approve=approve[sample(N_approve),] 
approve_folds=cut(seq(1,nrow(approve)),breaks=Nfold,labels=FALSE)   # Create 
10 equally size folds 
 
deny=subset(dataG2,dataG2$ActionType==0) 
N_deny=nrow(deny) 
set.seed(12345) 
deny=deny[sample(N_deny),] 
deny_folds=cut(seq(1,nrow(deny)),breaks=Nfold,labels=FALSE)   # Create 10 
equally size folds 
 
spec_model=function(col_selected){ 
  Nvar=length(col_selected) 
  form='ActionType~' 
  for(n in 1:Nvar){ 
    var='' 
    no_col=col_selected[n] 
    if(colnames(dataG2)[no_col] %in% c('AP_income','family14unites','DTI')){ 
      var=paste('s(',colnames(dataG2)[no_col],')',sep='') 
    }else{ 
      var=colnames(dataG2)[no_col] 
    } 
    if(n!=Nvar){ 
      form=paste(form,var,'+',sep='') 
    }else{ 
      form=paste(form,var,sep='') 
    } 
  } 
  return(form) 
} 
 
auc_threshold=0.63   # if any of the AUC among the 10 folds is below this 
value, abort this model 
Nvar_pool=ncol(dataG2)-1                              # total number of 
candidate variables 
Nmodel=2^Nvar_pool-1                                  # total number of 
models to fit 
model_var=rep('0',Nmodel)                             # store variable names 
a=rep(0,Nmodel)                                       # store the number of 
variables 
CV_auc=rep(0,Nmodel)                                  # mean K-fold corss 
validation AUC 
std_CV_auc=rep(0,Nmodel)                              # standard deviation of 
K-fold corss validation AUC 
k=1 
 
for(i in Nvar_pool:1){                              
  Ncomb=dim(combn(Nvar_pool,i))[2]                    # total number of 
models to fit 
  for(j in 1:Ncomb){ 
    selected_col=combn(Nvar_pool,i)[,j]+1 
    model_form=spec_model(selected_col) 
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    selected_var='' 
    for(m in 1:i){ 
      varname=colnames(dataG2)[selected_col[m]] 
      selected_var=paste(selected_var,varname,sep=' ') 
    } 
    model_var[k]=selected_var 
    selected_col=c(1,selected_col) 
    auc_model=rep(0.0,Nfold) 
    good_fit=TRUE 
    approve_data=subset(approve,select=selected_col) 
    deny_data=subset(deny,select=selected_col) 
     
    for(m in 1:Nfold){ 
      test_index_approve=which(approve_folds==m) 
      test_data_approve=approve_data[test_index_approve,] 
      train_data_approve=approve_data[-test_index_approve,] 
      test_index_deny=which(deny_folds==m) 
      test_data_deny=deny_data[test_index_deny,]   
      train_data_deny=deny_data[-test_index_deny, ] 
      train_data=rbind(train_data_approve,train_data_deny) 
      test_data=rbind(test_data_approve,test_data_deny) 
      
rm(test_index_approve,test_index_deny,train_data_approve,train_data_deny) 
       
      fit=gam(as.formula(model_form),family=binomial,data=train_data) 
      
true_outcome=as.numeric(levels(test_data$ActionType))[test_data$ActionType] 
      pred=predict(fit,test_data,type='response') 
      roc_obj=roc(true_outcome,pred) 
      auc_fold=as.numeric(roc_obj$auc) 
       
      if(auc_fold<auc_threshold){ 
        cat(auc_fold,'<threshold, model ', k, 'aborted.\n') 
        cat('\n') 
        good_fit=FALSE 
        break 
      }else{ 
        auc_model[m]=auc_fold 
      } 
      rm(fit,pred,test_data,train_data,true_outcome) 
    } 
     
    a[k]=i 
    if(good_fit==TRUE){ 
      CV_auc[k]=mean(auc_model) 
      std_CV_auc[k]=sd(auc_model) 
      cat('model:',k,' has ',i,' variables.','mean 
AUC=',CV_auc[k],'std=',std_CV_auc[k],'\n') 
      cat('formula:',model_form,'\n') 
      cat('\n') 
    } 
    k=k+1 
  } 
} 
model_info=data.frame(a,CV_auc,std_CV_auc,model_var) 
colnames(model_info)=c('Nvar','AUC','std_AUC','vars') 
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write.csv(model_info,'C:/Projects/CC/gender_ethnicity/AUC_gender_eth_GAM.csv'
,row.names=FALSE) 
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Appendix E: R code for random forest 
 
rm(list=ls()) 
library(pROC) 
library(randomForest) 
 
setwd('C:/Projects/CC/') 
Iowa2014=read.csv('IA2014R.csv') 
county=read.csv('supp/iowa_county_codes.csv') 
Iowa2014=merge(Iowa2014,county,by.x='CountyCode',all.x=TRUE) 
rm(county) 
 
Iowa2014=Iowa2014[,c('ActionType', 
                     'loanType','LoanPurpose','ownerOccupied','LienStatus', 
                     'ApplicantEthnicity','CoApplicantEthnicity', 
                     'ApplicantRace1','CoApplicantRace1',  
                     'ApplicantSex', 
                     
'loanAmount','ApplicantIncome','MedianFamilyIncome','family14unites', 
                     'Metropolitan')] 
 
# removing the observations with missing 'family14unites' and 'ownerOccupied' 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,is.na(Iowa2014$family14unites)==FALSE&is.na(Iowa2014
$ownerOccupied)==FALSE) 
 
# there is a high correlation between 'ownerOccupied' and 'family14unites', 
remove 'ownerOccupied' 
N=nrow(Iowa2014)     # number of observations, 89207 
 
# recoding the 'ApplicantEthnicity' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=hispanic, 3=unknown 
AP_Eth=rep(0,N) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity==2 & 
Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==5,1,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity==1,2,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity %in% c(3,4),3,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(AP_Eth==0,3,AP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantEthnicity)) 
rm(AP_Eth) 
 
# recoding the 'CoApplicantEthnicity' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=hispanic, 3=no-coapplicant, 4=unknown 
COAP_Eth=rep(0,N) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==2 & 
Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==5,1,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==1,2,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity %in% c(3,4),4,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==5,3,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(COAP_Eth==0,4,COAP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,COAP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(CoApplicantEthnicity)) 
rm(COAP_Eth) 
 
# recoding the 'ApplicantSex' 
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## 1=male, 2=female, 3=unknown 
AP_sex=rep(0,N) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex==1,1,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex==2,2,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex %in% c(3,4),3,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(AP_sex==0,3,AP_sex) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_sex) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantSex)) 
rm(AP_sex) 
 
# recoding the 'ApplicantRace1' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=American indian, 3=Asian, 4=Black, 5=Pacific 
islander, 6=unknown 
AP_race=rep(0,N) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$AP_Eth==1,1,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==1,2,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==2,3,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==3,4,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==4,5,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1 %in% c(6,7),6,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(AP_race==0,6,AP_race) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_race) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantRace1)) 
rm(AP_race) 
 
# recoding the 'CoApplicantRace1' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=American indian, 3=Asian, 4=Black, 5=Pacific 
islander, 6=no-coapplicant, 7=unknown 
COAP_race=rep(0,N) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$COAP_Eth==1,1,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==1,2,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==2,3,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==3,4,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==4,5,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==8,6,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1 %in% c(6,7),7,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(COAP_race==0,7,COAP_race) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,COAP_race) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(CoApplicantRace1)) 
rm(COAP_race) 
 
# impute the missing Applicantincome,  
## use the median family income of the record to replace the missing  
## add a miss indicator 
MI_ApplicantIncome=rep(0,N) # the missing indicator for ApplicanIncome, 
0=non-missing, 1=missing 
MI_ApplicantIncome=ifelse(is.na(Iowa2014$ApplicantIncome)==TRUE,1,MI_Applican
tIncome) 
AP_income=rep(0,N) 
AP_income=ifelse(is.na(Iowa2014$ApplicantIncome)==TRUE,Iowa2014$MedianFamilyI
ncome/1000.0,Iowa2014$ApplicantIncome) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,MI_ApplicantIncome,AP_income) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantIncome)) 
rm(AP_income,MI_ApplicantIncome) 
 
# add a new variable: debt to income ratio (DTI) =loan amount/income  
DTI=Iowa2014$loanAmount/Iowa2014$AP_income 
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Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,DTI) 
rm(DTI) 
 
# log-transform the continuous variables 
Iowa2014$DTI=log(Iowa2014$DTI) 
Iowa2014$AP_income=log(Iowa2014$AP_income) 
Iowa2014$MedianFamilyIncome=log(Iowa2014$MedianFamilyIncome) 
Iowa2014$loanAmount=log(Iowa2014$loanAmount) 
 
# check the correlation of the continuous variables,  
# there is a high correlation between 'loanAmount' and 'DTI', remove 
'loanAmount' 
# there is a high correlation between 'ownerOccupied' and 'family14unites', 
remove 'ownerOccupied' 
test=Iowa2014[,c('loanAmount','AP_income','MedianFamilyIncome','ownerOccupied
','family14unites','DTI')] 
cor(test) 
rm(test) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-
c(loanAmount,ownerOccupied,MedianFamilyIncome))  # remove median family 
income, the range is very small 
 
# set the categorical variables as factors 
Iowa2014$ActionType=factor(Iowa2014$ActionType) 
Iowa2014$loanType=factor(Iowa2014$loanType) 
Iowa2014$LoanPurpose=factor(Iowa2014$LoanPurpose) 
Iowa2014$LienStatus=factor(Iowa2014$LienStatus) 
Iowa2014$MI_ApplicantIncome=factor(Iowa2014$MI_ApplicantIncome) 
Iowa2014$Metropolitan=factor(Iowa2014$Metropolitan) 
Iowa2014$Metropolitan=relevel(Iowa2014$Metropolitan,ref='None')  # reset the 
baseline level 
 
### clean the data  
dataG=subset(Iowa2014,Iowa2014$AP_sex!=3)    # remove the records with 
unknown gender 
dataG1=subset(dataG,dataG$AP_Eth!=3)         # remove the records with 
unknown applicant ethnicity 
dataG2=subset(dataG1,dataG1$COAP_Eth!=4)     # remove the records with 
unknown Coapplicant ethnicity 
dataG2=subset(dataG2,select=-c(AP_race,COAP_race)) # remove the variables 
related with {race} 
rm(dataG,dataG1) 
 
dataG2$AP_Eth=factor(dataG2$AP_Eth) 
dataG2$COAP_Eth=factor(dataG2$COAP_Eth) 
dataG2$AP_sex=factor(dataG2$AP_sex) 
 
Nfold=10                                     # split into 10 folds for cross-
validation 
approve=subset(dataG2,dataG2$ActionType==1) 
N_approve=nrow(approve) 
set.seed(12345) 
approve=approve[sample(N_approve),] 
approve_folds=cut(seq(1,nrow(approve)),breaks=Nfold,labels=FALSE)   # Create 
10 equally size folds 
 
deny=subset(dataG2,dataG2$ActionType==0) 
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N_deny=nrow(deny) 
set.seed(12345) 
deny=deny[sample(N_deny),] 
deny_folds=cut(seq(1,nrow(deny)),breaks=Nfold,labels=FALSE)   # Create 10 
equally size folds 
 
## a fast screening of the candidate models 
Ntr=16                                                # the number of trees 
to grow 
Nvar_pool=ncol(approve)-1                             # total number of 
candidate variables 
p=5                                                   # number of predictors 
Nmodel=dim(combn(Nvar_pool,p))[2]                     # total number of 
models to fit 
model_var=rep('0',Nmodel)                             # store variable names 
CV_auc=rep(0,Nmodel)                                  # mean K-fold corss 
validation AUC 
auc_threshold=0.62 
k=1 
 
for(j in 1:Nmodel){ 
  selected_col=combn(Nvar_pool,p)[,j]+1 
  selected_var='' 
  for(m in 1:p){ 
    varname=colnames(approve)[selected_col[m]] 
    selected_var=paste(selected_var,varname,sep=' ') 
  } 
  model_var[k]=selected_var 
  selected_col=c(1,selected_col) 
  auc_model=rep(0.0,Nfold) 
  approve_data=subset(approve,select=selected_col) 
  deny_data=subset(deny,select=selected_col) 
  good_fit=TRUE 
   
  for(m in 1:Nfold){ 
    test_index_approve=which(approve_folds==m) 
    test_data_approve=approve_data[test_index_approve,] 
    train_data_approve=approve_data[-test_index_approve,] 
    test_index_deny=which(deny_folds==m) 
    test_data_deny=deny_data[test_index_deny,]   
    train_data_deny=deny_data[-test_index_deny, ] 
    train_data=rbind(train_data_approve,train_data_deny) 
    test_data=rbind(test_data_approve,test_data_deny) 
    rm(test_index_approve,test_index_deny,train_data_approve,train_data_deny) 
     
    fit=randomForest(ActionType~.,data=train_data,importance=TRUE,ntree=Ntr) 
    
true_outcome=as.numeric(levels(test_data$ActionType))[test_data$ActionType] 
    pred=predict(fit,test_data,type='prob')[,1] 
    roc_obj=roc(true_outcome,pred) 
    auc_fold=as.numeric(roc_obj$auc) 
     
    if(auc_fold<auc_threshold){ 
      good_fit=FALSE 
      break 
    }else{ 
      auc_model[m]=auc_fold 
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    } 
    rm(fit,pred,test_data,train_data,true_outcome) 
  } 
   
  if(good_fit==TRUE){ 
    CV_auc[k]=mean(auc_model) 
    cat('fitting', k, ': mean AUC=',CV_auc[k],'\n') 
    cat('variables:',colnames(approve_data)[-1],'\n') 
    cat('\n') 
  }else{ 
    CV_auc[k]=0.0 
  } 
  k=k+1 
} 
 
model_info=data.frame(CV_auc,model_var) 
write.csv(model_info,'C:/Projects/CC/gender_ethnicity/AUC_gender_rece_RF_test
p8.csv',row.names=FALSE) 
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Appendix F: R code for group LASSO in logistic regression 
 
rm(list=ls()) 
library(pROC) 
library(RColorBrewer) 
library(gglasso) 
 
setwd('C:/Projects/others/CC/') 
Iowa2014=read.csv('IA2014R.csv')                                   # raw data 
county=read.csv('supp/iowa_county_codes.csv')                      # county 
table 
Iowa2014=merge(Iowa2014,county,by.x='CountyCode',all.x=TRUE)       # get the 
geographical info 
rm(county) 
 
Iowa2014=Iowa2014[,c('ActionType', 
                     'loanType','LoanPurpose','ownerOccupied','LienStatus', 
                     'ApplicantEthnicity','CoApplicantEthnicity', 
                     'ApplicantRace1','CoApplicantRace1',  
                     'ApplicantSex', 
         
'loanAmount','ApplicantIncome','MedianFamilyIncome','family14unites', 
                     'Metropolitan')] 
 
#############################################################################
################# 
# recoding the categorical variables 
 
# gglasso requires the response to be {-1,1} for logistic regression 
Action=ifelse(Iowa2014$ActionType==0,-1,Iowa2014$ActionType) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,Action) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ActionType)) 
rm(Action) 
 
# 1: 'ApplicantEthnicity' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=hispanic, 3=unknown 
AP_Eth=rep(0,N) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity==2 & 
Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==5,1,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity==1,2,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantEthnicity %in% c(3,4),3,AP_Eth) 
AP_Eth=ifelse(AP_Eth==0,3,AP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantEthnicity)) 
rm(AP_Eth) 
 
# 2: 'CoApplicantEthnicity' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=hispanic, 3=no-coapplicant, 4=unknown 
COAP_Eth=rep(0,N) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==2 & 
Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==5,1,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==1,2,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity %in% c(3,4),4,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantEthnicity==5,3,COAP_Eth) 
COAP_Eth=ifelse(COAP_Eth==0,4,COAP_Eth) 
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Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,COAP_Eth) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(CoApplicantEthnicity)) 
rm(COAP_Eth) 
 
# 3: 'ApplicantSex' 
## 1=male, 2=female, 3=unknown 
AP_sex=rep(0,N) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex==1,1,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex==2,2,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantSex %in% c(3,4),3,AP_sex) 
AP_sex=ifelse(AP_sex==0,3,AP_sex) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_sex) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantSex)) 
rm(AP_sex) 
 
# 4: 'ApplicantRace1' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=American indian, 3=Asian, 4=Black, 5=Pacific 
islander, 6=unknown 
AP_race=rep(0,N) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$AP_Eth==1,1,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==1,2,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==2,3,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==3,4,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1==4,5,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$ApplicantRace1 %in% c(6,7),6,AP_race) 
AP_race=ifelse(AP_race==0,6,AP_race) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,AP_race) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(ApplicantRace1)) 
rm(AP_race) 
 
# 5: 'CoApplicantRace1' 
## 1=non-Hispanic white, 2=American indian, 3=Asian, 4=Black, 5=Pacific 
islander, 6=no-coapplicant, 7=unknown 
COAP_race=rep(0,N) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$COAP_Eth==1,1,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==1,2,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==2,3,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==3,4,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==4,5,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1==8,6,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(Iowa2014$CoApplicantRace1 %in% c(6,7),7,COAP_race) 
COAP_race=ifelse(COAP_race==0,7,COAP_race) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,COAP_race) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(CoApplicantRace1)) 
rm(COAP_race) 
 
# 6: 'Metro' 
## 1= None 
## 2= Cedar Rapids-Iowa City 
## 3= Davenport-Moline 
## 4= Des Moines-west Des Moines 
## 5= Omaha-Council Bluffs 
## 6= Sioux City-Vermillion 
## 7= Waterloo-Cedar Falls 
Metro=rep(0,N) 
Metro=ifelse(Iowa2014$Metropolitan=='None',                      1,Metro) 
Metro=ifelse(Iowa2014$Metropolitan=='Cedar Rapids-Iowa City',    2,Metro) 
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Metro=ifelse(Iowa2014$Metropolitan=='Davenport-Moline',          3,Metro) 
Metro=ifelse(Iowa2014$Metropolitan=='Des Moines-west Des Moines',4,Metro) 
Metro=ifelse(Iowa2014$Metropolitan=='Omaha-Council Bluffs',      5,Metro) 
Metro=ifelse(Iowa2014$Metropolitan=='Sioux City-Vermillion',     6,Metro) 
Metro=ifelse(Iowa2014$Metropolitan=='Waterloo-Cedar Falls',      7,Metro) 
Iowa2014=cbind(Iowa2014,Metro) 
Iowa2014=subset(Iowa2014,select=-(Metropolitan)) 
rm(Metro) 
 
dataG=subset(Iowa2014,Iowa2014$AP_sex!=3)         
dataG1=subset(dataG,dataG$AP_race!=6)             
dataG2=subset(dataG1,dataG1$COAP_race!=7)        
dataR=subset(dataG2,select=-c(AP_Eth,COAP_Eth)) 
rm(dataG,dataG1,dataG2,Iowa2014,N) 
 
## 2: set the categorical variables as factors 
#dataR$Action=factor(dataR$Action) 
dataR$loanType=factor(dataR$loanType) 
dataR$LoanPurpose=factor(dataR$LoanPurpose) 
dataR$LienStatus=factor(dataR$LienStatus) 
dataR$AP_race=factor(dataR$AP_race) 
dataR$COAP_race=factor(dataR$COAP_race) 
dataR$AP_sex=factor(dataR$AP_sex) 
dataR$MI_ApplicantIncome=factor(dataR$MI_ApplicantIncome) 
dataR$Metro=factor(dataR$Metro) 
 
## group lasso: gglasso requires x to be matrix 
lambda_vec=10^seq(from=-6,to=-1,length=100) 
vgroup=c(1,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,5,6,6,6,6,7,7,7,7,7,8,8,8,8,8,8,9,10,11) 
x=model.matrix(Action~.,dataR)[,-1] 
y=dataR$Action 
fit=gglasso(x=x,y=y,group=vgroup,lambda=lambda_vec,loss='logit') 
plot(fit) 
a=data.frame(fit$lambda,t(fit$beta)) 
write.csv(a,'lasso_path.csv',row.names=FALSE) 
rm(a,fit,x,y) 
 
## 4: split into 10 equal folds for cross-validation 
Nfold=10                                      
approve=subset(dataR,dataR$Action==1) 
N_approve=nrow(approve) 
set.seed(12345) 
approve=approve[sample(N_approve),]               # shuffle the data randomly 
before cutting into folds 
approve_folds=cut(seq(1,nrow(approve)),breaks=Nfold,labels=FALSE)    
 
deny=subset(dataR,dataR$Action==-1) 
N_deny=nrow(deny) 
set.seed(12345) 
deny=deny[sample(N_deny),]                        # shuffle the data randomly 
before cutting into folds 
deny_folds=cut(seq(1,nrow(deny)),breaks=Nfold,labels=FALSE)  
 
lambda_vec=10^seq(from=-6,to=-1,length=100) 
vgroup=c(1,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,5,6,6,6,6,7,7,7,7,7,8,8,8,8,8,8,9,10,11) 
Nlambda=length(lambda_vec) 
ROC_matrix=matrix(0.0,nrow=Nfold,ncol=Nlambda) 
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rm(N_approve,N_deny,dataR) 
 
for(m in 1:Nfold){ 
  test_index_approve=which(approve_folds==m) 
  test_data_approve =approve[test_index_approve,] 
  train_data_approve=approve[-test_index_approve,] 
   
  test_index_deny=which(deny_folds==m) 
  test_data_deny =deny[test_index_deny,]   
  train_data_deny=deny[-test_index_deny,] 
   
  train_data=rbind(train_data_approve,train_data_deny) 
  test_data =rbind(test_data_approve,test_data_deny) 
  rm(test_index_approve,test_index_deny, 
     train_data_approve,train_data_deny, 
     test_data_approve,test_data_deny) 
    
  x=model.matrix(Action~.,train_data)[,-1] 
  y=train_data$Action 
  fit=gglasso(x=x,y=y,group=vgroup,lambda=lambda_vec,loss='logit') 
 
  x_test=model.matrix(Action~.,test_data)[,-1] 
  true_outcome=test_data$Action 
  y_pred=predict.gglasso(object=fit,newx=x_test,s=lambda_vec,type='link') 
   
  for(n in 1:Nlambda){ 
    roc_obj=roc(true_outcome,y_pred[,n]) 
    ROC_matrix[m,n]=as.numeric(roc_obj$auc) 
    cat('fold:',m,'     lambda:',n,'/100','\n',sep='') 
  } 
   
  rm(test_data,train_data,fit,x,y,x_test,y_pred) 
} 
 
res=data.frame(lambda_vec,t(ROC_matrix)) 
colnames(res)=c('lambda','fold1','fold2','fold3','fold4','fold5', 
                         'fold6','fold7','fold8','fold9','fold10') 
write.csv(res,'CV_ROCR.csv',row.names=FALSE) 
 
